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University provost search narrows to four finalists
By Nick Johnson
nicholas_johnson33@eku.edu

An 11-member search committee
charged with finding Eastern’s next
provost has released the names of the
four finalists for the position.

Over the next month, the candidates are scheduled to visit Eastern’s
campus, where they will visit with
various campus organizations and officials and share their thoughts on the
issues a provost will face.
A final decision should be made

Health care reform
bill becomes law
By Lindsay Huffman
lindsay_huffman9@eku.edu

A little more than a year
ago, Barack Obama changed
America’s history books
by becoming the first African American to be elected to the Oval Office. Last
Tuesday, he changed history again by signing into law
a bill that will provide health
care to most of the country’s
citizens.
With a 219-212 vote, the
House of Representatives
passed the $940 billion plan
Sunday and Obama signed the
bill Tuesday.
“Today, after almost a century of trying; today, after over
a year of debate; today, after all
the votes have been tallied –health insurance reform becomes law in the United States
of America,” Obama said before the signing of the bill Tuesday morning.
According to HR 3590, the
bill that was passed, changes will be made in the nation’s
health care system during the
next 10 years. Many of the immediate changes deal with ed-

by mid-April, said John Taylor, head
of the search committee.
The four candidates are Brad Bartel, president of Fort Lewis College
in Durango, Colo.; Aaron Thompson, the interim vice president for
academic affairs with the Kentucky

“

Council on Postsecondary Education; Janna Vice, currently serving as
the interim provost at Eastern; and
V.K. Unni, the vice president for academic affairs at Bryant University in
Smithfield, R.I.
The search for Eastern’s new pro-

vost officially began on December 11,
2009, as the Provost/ Vice President
of Academic Affairs Search Committee formally began the search. The
committee sought to attract candidates both from Eastern and from

See PROVOST, A4
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Cans are safer for the environment, and cans are made of 50 percent recycled content.
– Emily Wells, chair of SGA’s student rights committee

ucation, including a grant to
improve community college
training
programs and the
implementation
of the direct
lending
program.
USA Today
Obama
reported
that
the Senate still
has to approve some changes made in the House of Representatives. If these changes
are passed along with the legislation that has already passed,
some of the prevalent issues to
be dealt with will include:
A ban on the exclusion of
persons with pre-existing medical conditions from insurance
coverage (2010)
A requirement for insurance companies to provide
coverage to dependent children up to age 26 (2010)
A 10 percent tax on indoor
tanning services (2010)
New annual fees imposed
on pharmaceutical manufac-

See REFORM, A4

Chautauqua wraps
up for semester
By Laura Butler
laura_butler11@eku.edu

This semester’s Chautauqua lecture series, Creative Inquiries, is coming to a close
with only two more presentations left on the schedule. The
past lectures have included topics such as ethics, challenges to
free speech, human trafficking,
a concert of American Negro
spirituals and a presentation by
PostSecret creator, Frank Warren.
The final lecturers of the semester will take on intercultural

See LECTURES, A4
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• Rushda Majeed,
Thursday, March 25,
O’Donnell Auditorium,
7:30 p.m
• Derrick Jensen,
Thursday, April 1,
O’Donnell Auditorium,
7:30 p.m.

Health care reform
affects direct lending
New loan program
to be implemented
this summer
By Lindsay Huffman
lindsay_huffman9@eku.edu

The federal government
won’t just be taking control of
health care this year. Beginning this summer, the Department of Education will also become every Eastern student’s
loan lender through a program
known as direct lending.
Initially, Eastern had not
planned to switch student borrowers to direct lending until the fall semester. But after
Obama’s health care bill was
signed, the Student Loan People, one of the major student
lender agencies, decided to not
take part in the loan program,
Shelley Park said.
Park, the director of Student Financial Assistance, said

the agency decided to not participate because beginning July
1, the government will no longer provide a subsidy to student lending companies as
they have done in the past.
Since the Student Loan People was one of the major lending agencies, many students
taking classes during the second summer semester would
have to switch to direct lending, while the students from
the first summer semester
could still receive their loans
from private lending companies.
However, Betty Parke, the
associate director of Student
Financial Assistance, said
Eastern has decided to switch
to direct lending early.
“It would be more confusing for the students and more
complicated for us,” Parke
said.

See LENDING, A4
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RECYCLING FACTS
Americans recycle
enough aluminum in one
year to rebuild the U.S.
airplane commercial fleet
every six months.

Recycling every can
for one year could save
enough energy to light
Washington, D.C. for
nearly four years.

A can that is recycled can
be back ion the store shelf in
just 60 days and generates 95
percent less emissions than
manufacturing a new one.

By recycling one
aluminum can, you can
save enough energy to
run a televion set for
three hours.
Sources: dosomething.org and ameribev.org

Proposed SGA resolution would
remove all plastic bottles from
campus vending machines
By Laura Butler & Jessica NIcholson
progress@eku.edu

E

astern continues to make strides in
efforts to go green. Environmentally-friendly changes are in the
works all over campus. New recycling bins have been strategically
placed in dorms and classroom buildings to encourage more students to recycle. Employees of
Eastern are no longer receiving paper pay stubs,
instead they can find everything online.
Now, a portion of the university is looking to
take things one step further by replacing all of the
plastic bottles in the vending machines with aluminum cans.
This project, spearheaded by The Student Government Association and Student Rights committee, hopes to bring more sustainable and safer
products to vending machines.
“Cans are safer for the environment and cans
are made of 50 percent recycled content as opposed to bottles which are only made of 25 percent recycled content.” said Emily Wells, chair of
SGA’s student rights committee.
The issue of removing plastic bottles from the
vending machines first came about when Wells
said one of her fellow senators and committee
members, Jason Vaughn, came up with the idea
last spring.
Vaughn said he’s been talking to Washington
State University’s student body president about
the initiative.
“She had done a similar movement and she
actually got rid of all the water bottles on her entire campus,” he said. I saw her talking about it
on CNN and found her on Facebook. I thought
it was perfect for the region; eastern Kentucky

See RECYCLE, A4
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Police Beat
All information in the Police Beat is
taken from Eastern police reports.

March 18
 Janeth Davidson and Joshua Taylor were arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication in a public place
after they were seen leaving a Crabbe
Library restroom together. When police arrived, both subjects appeared
to sway and had a strong odor of alcohol on their persons. Taylor said he
was in possession of marijuana and
police found .2 grams of marijuana
on his person. Taylor and Davidson
were lodged in the Madison County
Detention Center.
 Paul Webb was arrested and
charged with driving on a DUI suspended license and failure to maintain the required insurance/security.
Webb filed a report with the Police
Department and after he left, police
ran a check on his ID card, which
showed that Webb was suspended
from driving. Webb was seen driving out of the parking lot and police
stopped him. Webb was lodged in the
Madison County Detention Center.
 An employee reported damage to
a computer in Crabbe Library. There
was a racial slur scratched in the surface of the laptop keyboard. The employee could not identify any possible
suspects. The damage was valued at
$2,500.

March 19
 David Dixson was arrested and
charged with possession of marijuana
after someone reported a strong odor
of marijuana on the 12th floor of
Palmer Hall. Police noticed the odor
coming from Dixson’s room, but Dixson said he did not smell anything
unusual. Officers found 12.8 grams in
his closet. Dixson was lodged in the
Madison County Detention Center.
 Kyle Huffman, of Windfield, W.
Va, and David Kinker, of Richmond,
were arrested and charged with possession of marijuana after officers
were dispatched to Keene Hall. Officers noticed a strong odor coming
from one of the rooms and searched
it. In the trash can, police found 13.3
grams of marijuana, and both males
admitted to smoking the marijuana
in the room. Both were lodged in the
Madison County Detention Center.

March 22
Police responded to the construction site of the new science building
after the construction site superintendent reported that someone had
damaged their office trailers. Officers
observed that screens were ripped
off two windows, one window had
been broken out and one door had
been pried with an object to gain entry, but nothing was missing. The total amount of damage was valued at
$300.

Inspections
All information in Inspections is
obtained from the Madison County
Health Department.

Week of March 5
Inspections with no follow-up
due:
Apollo Pizza, 228 S. Second St.,
94%
Rhonda’s Place, 349 K St., 94%
Grand China Buffet, 882 Eastern
Bypass, 96%

Inspections with follow-up due:

Student Life to host
Volunteer Work Day
The Office of Student Life will
be hosting a Volunteer Work Day at
Maywoods on Saturday, March 27
to aid in the maintenance of trails.
Tools, safety equipment, transportation and dinner will be provided. Volunteers should bring a water bottle,
work/hiking boots and work gloves
(extras will be available). Pre-registration is required for anyone who
wants to help. To sign up, contact Brian Perry at 622-3855 or brian.perry@
eku.edu.

10 a.m.

Dance will aid Haiti relief

7 p.m. – 8 p.m.

The Chi Alpha Campus Ministry will
host a Spring Fling Benefit Dance for
Haiti from 7:30 p.m. to 11 p.m. Friday, March 26 in the Weaver Gymnasium. The cost for the dance is $3,
and all proceeds will go toward Haiti
earthquake relief. Free refreshments
will be available, and the Music on
the Move DJ will be featured.

Memorial run to take
place next week

Madison Garden, 152 North Madison Ave., 90%
*Automatic dish wash machine
not receiving a measurable concentration of sanitizer
Model Cafeteria, Lancaster Avenue, 94%
*No air gap found for ice maker
drain hose

The Betsy Cochran Memorial Run
will begin at 10 a.m. Saturday, March
27 at Irvine McDowell City Park located on Lancaster Avenue. It is a 5K
run. The cost is $15 and registration
will begin at 9 a.m. the morning of
the run. The grand prize will be a flat
screen TV. For questions about the
run, contact Laura Morgan at 2480855.

News Briefs

Happenings

Annual triathlon to take
place in April

FRIDAY

The third annual EKU Triathlon will take place at 8 a.m. Saturday,
April 17 on Eastern’s Richmond campus. All students, faculty, staff and
members from the surrounding community who are at least 16 years old
are eligible to participate. The triathlon will consist of a 300-yard swim, a
10K bike race and a 5K run. The cost
to participate is $15 for students, $25
for faculty and staff members of the
Fitness and Wellness Center and $35
for non-members. Participants will
receive a wicking T-shirt and a gift
bag at registration. To register, visit the front desk of the Fitness and
Wellness Center or call 622-6751.

SUNDAY
Women’s tennis v. Tennessee Tech

THURSDAY

12 p.m.
Men’s tennis v. Tennessee Tech

Rainy
High: 65 Low: 44
Precip: 70%

1 p.m.

FRIDAY

Softball v. Southeast Missouri State
Baseball v. Eastern Illinois

MONDAY
The Office of Student Life presents
“Freedom Is My Home” by Charlotte
Battin, O’Donnell Auditorium

TUESDAY
2 p.m.
Softball at Morehead State, Morehead, Ky.

4:45 – 5:45 p.m.
Dr. Sherry Robinson Book Presentation, Grand Reading Room, Crabbe
Library

8 p.m.
Music: EKU Guitar Ensemble Concert, SSB

WEDNESDAY
9 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Eastern’s annual Health Fair, Powell
Building

3 p.m.
Baseball v. Marshall

1 p.m.
Women’s tennis v. Southeast Missouri

SATURDAY
10 a.m.
Women’s tennis v. Eastern Illinois

8 p.m.
Music: Madison Winds, Brock Auditorium

9 p.m.
The Office of Student Life presents
Ya Boy 87, O’Donnell Auditorium

THURSDAY
12 p.m. – 2 p.m.

11 a.m. – 1 p.m.

Cooking with the Chef, Fresh Food
Company, Powell Building

Corbin campus: Cumberland Falls
Clean-up

7:30 p.m.

Men’s tennis v. Eastern Illinois

Chautauqua Lecture Series presents
Derrick Jensen, “Civilization and Resistance,” O’Donnell Auditorium

1 p.m.

9 p.m.

12 p.m.

Softball v. Southeast Missouri State
Baseball v. Eastern Illinois

Weather

The Office of Student Life presents
“Funny People,” Powell lobby

Showers
High: 50 Low: 34
Precip: 50%

SATURDAY
Partly Cloudy
High: 61 Low: 47
Precip: 10%

SUNDAY
Showers
High: 54 Low: 47
Precip: 40%

MONDAY
Showers
High: 55 Low: 40
Precip: 10%

TUESDAY
Partly Cloudy
High: 60 Low: 42
Precip: 10%

WEDNESDAY
Partly Cloudy
High: 63 Low: 46
Precip: 20%

Source: Weather.com
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PROVOST: Candidates to stump on campus LECTURES: Final lecture April 1

Continued from Page A1
outside the region, Taylor
said. The committee placed
advertisements in numerous academic journals, seeking to attract a wide range of
candidates.
In all, the committee evaluated more than 40 applicants, Taylor said. Through
the vetting process, the committee narrowed the search
to five applicants, and those
five were then asked to participate in videoconference
interviews.
“I’m very satisfied with
the applicants we’ve had,”
Taylor said. “We compared
our applicant pool with other universities’ searches, and
I think we’re doing well. I am
very pleased. We had a very
diverse pool of applicants.”
The final candidates underwent background checks,

including their criminal and
credit records, along with examinations of their academic and employment records,
Taylor said.
Over the next few weeks,
each of the candidates will
spend two days touring the
campus and meeting with
campus officials, everyone
from President Whitlock to
student organization leaders,
Taylor said.
Vice will be the first to
make the official on-campus visit on Monday, March
29 and Tuesday, March 30.
V.K. Unni will be on campus
Monday, April 5 and Tuesday, April 6.
Thompson will go through
the final portion of the interview process on April 7 and
8. Bartel will wrap-up the
process by making his visit
on April 12 and 13.
Three of the candidates

have meetings scheduled
with a group of student organization leaders. Students
and other members of the
university community will
be invited to fill out an online review of each candidate
to help give their recommendations to the committee.
Taylor added that the final decision would be based
on more than just accolades.
“We are looking for a
good fit for EKU,” Taylor said.
“Someone who understands
the university and could hit
the ground running. Important decisions need to made
about the future of the university, so the next provost
needs to be a quick study.”
More information on the
candidates, their itineraries,
or the search committee can
be found online at www.provostsearch.eku.edu.

M E E T T H E C A N D I D AT E S
Thompson was named
interim vice president for
academic affairs with the
Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education in
2009. He has been a teacher
in Eastern’s Department of
Anthropology, Sociology
and Social Work, as well
Dr. Aaron
as Eastern’s Department
Thompson
of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies. Thompson earned
his bachelor’s degree in political science and
sociology from Eastern Kentucky University.
He received master’s and doctoral degrees in
sociology from the University of Kentucky.

Bartel is the president
of Fort Lewis College in
Durango, Colo. He has
served in the past as a vice
president for academic
affairs at Florida Gulf
Coast University, Dean
of the Graduate School
and associate provost for
Dr. Brad
research at the UniverBartel
sity of North Carolina at
Greensboro. Bartel earned his bachelor’s
degree in anthropology from Brooklyn
College (City University of New York) and
a doctoral degree from the University of
Missouri.

Vice is currently serving
as the interim provost and
vice president for academic
affairs and as associate
provost for academic and
faculty affairs at Eastern
Kentucky University. In
20004 she was received a
gubernatorial appointment
Dr. Janna
to a four-year term on the
Vice
Kentucky Board of Education. She earned her bachelor’s and master’s
degree in business education from Eastern.
Vice earned an Ed.D degree, with an emphasis on business communication from the University of Kentucky.

Unni has been the vice
president for academic
affairs at Bryant University
in Smithfield, R.I. Previously he served at dean of
the School of Business and
Public Administration at
California State University
at Bakersfield. He also
Dr. V. K.
served as president of the
Unni
U.S. Association for Small
Business and Entrepreneurship. Unni holds
a master’s in business administration degree
from Atlanta University and a doctoral
degree in business administration from Louisiana Tech University.

RECYCLE: Resolution tabled until March 30
Continued from Page A1
should maintain its beauty.”
Last semester, members of
the committee were initially
told that the plastic bottles in
the vending machines were a
part of the contract that Eastern has with Coca-Cola and
nothing could be done until
the contract was up.
Wells said the committee
then found out the contract
was up this semester. A university committee, The Pouring Rights Committee, was
appointed by Faculty Senate
to look into creating requirements for the new contract.
Vaughn and Wells were asked
to start a petition to get student input.
Vaughn created a Facebook group to attract student interest. The group, EKU
Green Vending Machine Petition, currently has 315 members. Students across campus
were asked to complete a survey on Survey Monkey earlier
this month.
Vaughn is pushing for everything from the beverage
vending machines to come
in aluminum cans, including
water. They committee was

looking into aluminum bottles, but Vaughn said he’s not
sure those are an option due
to cost.
“Cost is definitely being
considered as a factor, and
it [the end result] would not
be more than a plastic bottle
would cost.
Until the contract is written and finished Wells said
that it is unsure whether the
cost and size of having aluminum cans in the vending machines will change.
“Coke makes much more
money from the $1.25 bottles
as opposed to the 75 cent cans
that are currently on campus.”
Wells said. “[But] The contract will be going out to bid
very soon and Eastern typically leaves bids out for two
weeks. I believe if we were to
change to all cans it wouldn’t
happen until next semester.”
The legislation Vaughn
drafted, which was tabled at
this week’s Student Senate
meeting for more consideration, calls for “the senate to
declare its support, approval and recommendation for
the removal, be it immediate or a phasing process that
should extend no longer than

three years, of plastic bottles
from all vending machines on
property of Eastern Kentucky
University.”
Vaughn said he thinks
the passing of this resolution
would be small step in making
the university more environmentally friendly, but eventually he wants to see President
Whitlock sign the American
College and University Presidents climate commitment,
which he said commits the
university to making actions
fueled on being environmentally conscientious.
Vaughn believes “it takes
a polite knock… and a small
idea to start a change.”
“If passed, this will be the
first knock on the administration’s door with the intent
of telling them what we want,
and that’s ultimately to reach
an optimum point of sustainability,” Vaughn said.
“In turn, Eastern could
very well be coined as a
benchmark university for its
efforts in maintaining and reducing harm to the beautiful
and unique environment that
eastern Kentucky is so blessed
with.”

LENDING: Students must sign new MPN
Continued from Page A1
But making the switch to
direct lending will depend on
the students’ participation. In
order for students to start receiving their loans through
the new program, all student
borrowers will need to complete a new Master Promissory Note (MPN), which will be
available through an e-mail
link within the next week.
Students are encouraged
to complete a new MPN by
May 1, especially those who
plan on taking classes in the
summer. To electronically
sign the new MPN, students
need to know the pin numbers they used to complete
the online FAFSA.
“[The students] can’t get
money until they sign the
note,” Parke said. “There is a
period of time when it will
simply be too late to sign it.”
Students graduating in

May will not need to sign a
new MPN and will still pay
their loans to student lending
companies, Park said. Anyone graduating after this semester will be able to consolidate their loans and pay them
directly to a Department of
Education servicer.
The loans that will be affected by the new program
are Stafford loans, PLUS loans
and GradPLUS loans.
Pell Grants will also be affected by the new health care
law, according to The Chronicle of Higher Education. The
new bill hopes to save about
$61 billion during the next
ten years, and about $36 billion will help finance the Pell
Grants. Park said that as of
March 22, $22 million has
been disbursed at Eastern
through Pell Grants.
She also said the Office of
Financial Aid is prepared to
make a smooth transition to

direct lending, but “there may
be some delays.”
“Students may need to be
patient because we are transferring to a new loan program,” she said. “We’re going
to do our best, but there may
be some delays.”
Nevertheless, Parke said
she is excited about the direct
lending program.
“I feel really positive about
it,” she said. “I think students
will be pleased with direct
lending.”
Park encouraged students
to call 622-2361 or visit the
Office of Financial Aid on the
second floor of SSB for any
questions about the direct
lending program.
“We want to make sure
students get their loans here
in a timely manner without
any interruption,” said Park.

Continued from Page A1
communication and the environment.

Change from Within: Highlighting young
Muslim Leaders
Rushda Majeed, who will
appear in O’Donnell Auditorium on Thursday, March
25 at 7:30 p.m., is an Eastern alumna who works with
a non-profit organization in
efforts to build bridges of understanding between the public and the Muslim community.
Majeed graduated from
Eastern and went on to earn
her master’s degree from Columbia University’s School
of International and Public Affairs. She now serves as
the program director for the
American Society for Muslim Advancement and focuses on working with the Mus-

lim Leaders of Tomorrow
program.
Majeed has also expanded
her horizons to include writing and film-making. She’s
written for Al-Thara, an emagazine that covers women’s
involvement in international conflict resolution and negotiation. She recently helped
create a documentary, “Flying
while Muslim.”
Her travel experiences
have taken her to several different countries, including India, Syria, Kenya and India.

Civilization and
Resistance
On Thursday, April 1, environmental activist Derrick
Jensen will visit O’Donnell
Auditorium to present his
research on the environment and contemporary society and its values. Jensen
has penned, or helped write,
six books. His books examine

why humans act the way they
do, and probes for “sane and
effective responses to outrageously destructive behavior.”
His writing has earned
him recent awards from the
Press Association and a grand
prize from the Eric Hoffere
Book Award. He has also
been recognized as one of
Utne Reader magazine’s “50
Visionaries Who are Changing the World.”
“We are members of the
most destructive culture ever
to exists…” Jensen writes.
“What will it take for us to
stop the horrors that characterize our way of being?”
Jensen said his work and
life are centered on these
thoughts.
On the day of his lecture, Jensen will also participate in an informal conversation in the Faculty Lounge of
the Keen Johnson Building at
3:30 p.m. as well as a dinner at
6 p.m. in Powell.

REFORM: Reform passes on party lines
Continued from Page A1 al deficit by $1 trillion within
turers (2011)
A requirement that most
Americans purchase health
insurance or pay a fine (2014)
The expansion of the Medicaid program (2014)
Obama said he is confident
the Senate will pass the other
legislation swiftly.
“It will take four years to
implement fully many of these
reforms, because we need to
implement them responsibly,”
he said. “We need to get this
right.”
He also said the government will begin offering tax
credits to about 4 million
small business owners this
year in order to help them
cover the cost of insurance for
their employees. The Medicare
“doughnut hole,” a gap in insurance policies that does not
cover name brand prescription drugs for senior citizens,
will be closed.
In order to fund this reform, new higher taxes will be
imposed on wealthier citizens.
Ultimately, Obama said the reform would reduce the nation-

the next twenty years.
“It is paid for. It is fiscally
responsible. And it will help
lift a decades-long drag on our
economy,” he said.
Vice President Joe Biden
introduced the president before he signed the bill. Biden
quoted the poet Virgil by saying, “‘The greatest wealth is
health.’”
“Well, today, America becomes a whole lot wealthier because tens of millions of
Americans will be a whole lot
healthier from this moment
on,” he said.
Despite the optimism of
the president and vice president, some states decided to
file a lawsuit against the health
care reform law, CNN reported Tuesday.
According to CNN, the attorney generals of Florida,
South Carolina, Nebraska, Texas, Michigan, Utah, Pennsylvania, Alabama, South Dakota,
Louisiana, Idaho, Washington
and Colorado immediately
filed a lawsuit against the law
after it was signed, saying that
it was unconstitutional. Vir-

ginia later joined in the group
against the law.
Two of the claims the attorney generals have made are
that the government does not
have the right to force every
American to purchase health
insurance and the sovereignty of the states are being “ignored,” according to ABC
News.
“We simply cannot afford
the things that are in this bill
that we’re mandated to do,”
said Florida Attorney General
Bill McCollum in a press conference Tuesday.
The Senate is currently debating HR 4872, a bill that
could implement many more
changes to health care. To see
a copy of this bill, visit www.
senate.gov.
Despite the additional legislation still being debated by
the Senate, Obama described
the bill he signed Tuesday as
“historic.”
“[T]he bill I’m signing will
set in motion reforms that
generations of Americans have
fought for, and marched for,
and hungered to see,” he said.
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News 5

Provost assistant drafts novel about connections
By Chelsy Polivchak
progress@eku.edu

Stories come to mind in a
variety of fashions.
Sometimes they’re inspired by something heard or
seen. Other times they seem
to spring directly from one’s
imagination.
No matter where they originate from, getting the words
on the page is not just “writing
a story” but rather it is “telling someone else’s story,” said
Sherry Robinson, an English
professor and special assistant
to the provost at Eastern.
“Writing
allows
you
to go into worlds that are
otherwise
unexplored
by you,” Robinson said.
Robinson herself has done a
lot of exploring of new terrain
recently, which led to the publication of her first novel, titled
My Secrets Cry Aloud. The
experience of it all, Robinson
said, has been the “culmination of a dream.”
Robinson’s novel explores
the concept that all humans
are the product of those who
came before them. She said
she was driven by her fascination with history, which led
her to connect seven different
women’s lives through nothing
more than a single household,
extending over a period of 200
years.
The lives of the women in
the novel are all touched by
the history that surrounds
them, and they learn from one
another through journal entries found in the attic that lay
bare their deepest thoughts.

Although Robinson has only
recently joined the ranks of
published authors, she has
long been a figure at Eastern,
where she has worked for the
past 15 years.
She hasn’t taught classes for a few years, but she
said teaching was something
she truly enjoyed. She taught
classes such as Appalachian
Literature, Southern Literature, as well as English 101.
She said she feels her writing
helps to add another dimension to the way she taught literature, as she could put herself in the place of the author.
Writing a novel is no easy
task—it takes a lot of research
and dedication. Robinson used
a variety of sources for her
novel, including the Lexington
newspaper from the 1880s and
University of Kentucky yearbooks from the 1920s.
Although time-consuming,
writing to her is one of those
things that when you get lost
in the story it doesn’t feel like
work. She said she found time
late at night and on weekends
to work on the story.
Once she really started
working, it only took her eight
months to complete the novel. She said she usually works
both on a computer as well as
by hand, piecing it all together and editing it as she goes
along.
The novel, which was released in Dec. 2009, has already touched many who have
read it. Another assistant to the
provost, Candace Tate, who
helped Robinson edit parts of
her novel, said the book has a
strong emotional appeal.

CHI ZHAO l PROGRESS

Sherry Robinson, an English professor at Eastern, recently published her first novel, “My Secrets Cry Aloud.”
“Sherry has an immense
well of natural, finely-honed
talent as a writer,” Tate said.
“Her characters come alive;
their challenges, their heartbreaks, their victories, their
losses, and even their scandals
become real to you as you read
them.”
Robinson’s novel has garnered high praise, on Amazon.com too, drawing positive
reviews. Famed Kentucky author Silas House was among
those who gave the book a

rave review.
“Here is a beautifully
written novel filled with wisdom and keen insights in a
calm, clear voice, and a book
that you will carry with you
long after you’ve finished
it,” Silas said in a review.
One of Robinson’s writing heroes, contemporary southern writer Lee Smith, who has
written 12 novels of her own,
wrote, “Sherry Robinson has
the ability to go right to the
heart of things; a family, a re-

lationship, a personality… She
does not gloss over or neglect
the real complexity of life.”
Robinson said she is attracted to Smith’s writing
style for her magnificent use
of voices in her novels. Another hero of Robinson’s, Toni
Morrison, is the first African American woman to receive the Nobel Prize for literature in 1993. Robinson said
she is drawn to literature that
explores human nature and
delves into the motivation of

why humans do what they do.
Robinson is currently working on another novel, which
she says explores the concept
of perception and how other’s perception of ourselves is
often quite different than we
might think.
On March 30, Robinson
is scheduled to do a reading from her novel as well as
a book signing in the Grand
Reading Room in the Crabbe
Library. The reading is scheduled to begin at 4:45 p.m.

CACTUS seeks student input Visitation policy
changes proposed
on death penalty debate
Public hearings
scheduled for
March 31 and April 7
By Jennifer Hutcheson
progress@eku.edu

One woman and 36 men
wait in a Kentucky prison for
the day that they’ll be executed.
The Commonwealth is
one of 35 states that still
employs the death penalty,
ending the life of its capital
offenders by way of lethal injection.
It’s a practice that many
countries in the world have
abolished, including 15 U.S.
states, claiming that it’s inhumane treatment.
“Europe and other countries look at America as if
to say, ‘What’s wrong with
you?’” said Jane Rainey, a
political science professor at
Eastern.
The question of whether the death penalty should
be employed has been one
argued for decades—and it
doesn’t always come with
easy answers.
And that’s precisely the
point of one unique political science course at Eastern
(POL 301).
The class is based on a single controversial topic each
semester and then students
spend the rest of the year
gathering the facts, debating the topic, and ultimately
trying to reach a consensus
on how to resolve the issue.
Once they’ve finally drawn

their conclusions, the students then submit their findings to a government body,
hoping that the lessons they
learned during the semester might be of use to those
actively grappling with the
same issues.
“It’s a way for us to tell the
government what we want,”
said Tony Crachiolo, a graduate assistant who is heavily involved with the class,
which is called Citizens’ Assembly for Critical Thinking
about the United States (also
known as CACTUS).
The class, which meets
every Wednesday from 1:30
p.m. to 4:30 p.m., is a general
education requirement. And
it’s one that’s open to not only
students taking the class, but
also anyone who wishes to
drop in and observe, Rainey
said.
The beginning weeks are
used to conduct research and
gather background information on the topic.
Then, the class brings in
an assortment of guest speakers, who add their perspectives to the mix. They also
break into smaller groups to
discuss their topics and poll
their members, hoping to establish the facts that might
help the class reach a consensus.
“I have seen many students come in to this class
with set opinions, and by the
time they leave, their minds
have completely changed,”
said Jessica Gapp, a senior involved in CACTUS for two
years.

“

It is not just
about getting
rid of the death
penalty, it’s
about finding
a better
solution.

”

Jane Rainey
Political Science Professor

CACTUS begins every
class with the National Anthem.
“It’s a way for us to remember where we are living,
and be proud of our nation,”
Rainey said.
Then they listen to their
guest speakers or break into
small groups. Toward the
end of April, students devote themselves to the final
report, which includes the
class’ decision.
The death penalty is never a light subject, and many
are reluctant to take a side
because they say they don’t
have enough information to
make an informed decision,
Rainey said. And that’s where
CACTUS fits in—it provides
students the opportunity to
observe, learn from professionals, converse with others, and ultimately form their
own opinions.
Students said they’ve
learned a lot of interesting
facts about the death pen-
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alty this semester. For instance, the majority of states
still employing it are located
in the South.
Every state has its own
rules governing how the
death penalty may be used
and in what cases. Kentucky,
for example, authorizes the
use of capital punishment in
the cases of multiple murders, murder of a public official, and in a few more technical instances.
The class likewise tries to
go beyond just a simple “yes”
or “no” answer to the question of whether to abolish the
death penalty. They discuss
what should be put in place
of it, for example, life without
parole.
“It is not just about getting rid of or keeping the
death penalty, it’s about finding a better solution,” Rainey
said.
Usually the class draws a
lot of students—more than
30 this semester alone. And
for many, the class leaves a
positive impression. So much
so, in fact, that about 10 percent of the students opt to
take it again in a later semester, Crachiolo said.
CACTUS is on Facebook,
and the class has its own Web
site, which links to Eastern’s
home page.
CACTUS held the first of
its public hearings on Wedensday. Future hearins are
scheduled for Wednesday,
March 31 and April 7 in Grise
Auditorium. For more information, contact Jane Rainey
at 622-4893.

By Taylor Pettit
progress@eku.edu

Next semester it may be
possible that students living
on campus will no longer have
to kick their weekday guests
out by midnight.
A new check-in policy recommendation has been sent
to University Housing by Residence Life Council to extend
weekday visitation.
The new policy would extend visitation to 9 a.m. to 2
a.m., instead of the current
noon to midnight rules. It
would also maintain the 24hour visitation on Thursday
through Sunday midnight.
“I got sick of getting shot
down with the 24-7 policy, said Emily Newsom, Vice
President of the Residence
Life Council. “I figured this
was a good compromise.”
The policy is currently in
the Housing review process.
Kenna Middleton, Director of
Housing said the policy would
be discussed soon.
“It could go into effect as
early as next semester,” Newsom said. The policy came
about through discussions between various student organizations such as Resident Assistant council and the cabinet
of Student Government.
“We looked at surveys that
we had done with residents
and this is what they wanted
most,” Newsom said.
In order for the policy to
be put into effect, Housing
must approve it and then be
sent to the necessary areas of
campus. “We have to look at,

as with any policy, is there going to a financial impact? Is
there going to be an impact
on the staff? We may have to
have the President approve it,”
Middleton said.
Extended 24-7 visitation
exists for all upperclassmen
residing in upperclassmen
dorms. These dorms are Telford, Clay, and Combs. Currently, some freshmen are living in these dorms and fall
under the extended visitation
policy for the rest of campus.
“We tried to place most of
the freshmen that ended up in
these dorms on certain floors
and group them together.
Middleton said.
“Next year these dorms will
most likely not have freshmen
living in them.”
As of right now, freshmen
visitation during the week is
highlighted in the guest log,
and checked by RAs.
All other buildings follow
the extended visitation policy, except the Greek Towers. Their hours are currently
from 10 a.m. to midnight during the week.
“This was done because
people that pay dues, should
be able to come when they
want. It’s just different,” Newsom said.
If this policy is put into effect, the Greek Towers policy
may change too.
“We are always looking at
a visitation policy that will
make everyone happy,” Middleton said. This has included possible having floors that
would offer no visitation, if
students desired.
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Steve Thomas, editor

Making heads and tails of health care
There’s really no escaping it this week. The words
“historic” and “landmark” are smattered all over cable
news networks and every news Web site on the Internet
and precede any kind of media coverage. Some are calling it the most significant legislation since the introduction of Medicaid in 1965. Others are on the verge of
calling it the end of America.
In case you’ve been under the proverbial rock this
week, Congress passed a sweeping Health Care Reform
Bill Sunday – one that President Obama subsequently
signed on Tuesday and one that walking-blooper-reel
Vice President Joe Biden called “a big f**king deal” on
live television.
Excellent work as always, Joe.
Anyway, that much you probably know. What most
Americans are scrambling to figure out now is what the
heck it all means. For this, we have a few options: watch
partisan cable news networks, read partisan newspaper
editorials or sort it out with our partisan parents, friends
and co-workers. The bill is either “drastic change” or
“major reform” depending on who you ask.
Don’t read too much into that – with the exception
of a few overtly biased cable news stations, the media
is probably trying to present the information fairly and
accurately. The problem is that no matter how you slice
it, this is an extremely partisan issue. On Tuesday, one
side scored a major victory and another met with crushing defeat. Finding out which is which is easy – just
watch Fox News for America’s supposed eulogy.
This shouldn’t come as a surprise. The idea that the
government should guarantee health care to every
American is a controversial and liberal idea. The Democrats narrowly voted to approve the new bill 219-212
(216 were needed for the bill to pass), with exactly 0 of
those votes coming from Republican legislators. Strictly
partisan votes like this are extremely rare.
What this means is that this victory came at a huge
cost to Obama, who fulfilled once campaign promise
(universal health care) while throwing another under a
bus (a “post-partisan” Washington in which mature discourse and compromise replaced infantile bickering).
To an extent, all of that is a moot point now. What’s
done is done, and despite the lawsuits being filed by
several states declaring the bill unconstitutional, history
shows that Congressional laws aren’t likely to be overturned by the courts. It’s a little late to beat the drum of
states’ rights, and taxpayer dollars would be better used
to move forward at this point rather than attempt to
fight our way back.
The challenge of abbreviating the 2,393-page legislation into something citizens can understand is no

› Online Poll
How much do you think you know
about the new health care bill?

small feat. If you don’t trust any news agency, you can
hop over to opencongress.org and search for H.R. 3590
(Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act) in order to
read the full text.
If you’re not crazy, on the other hand, just keep reading. The most important aspects of the bill for our purposes are those that affect students. So here goes:
For students currently under their parents’ insurance
plan, not a lot likely changes for you depending on the
health care plan your parents have negotiated. Under
the old system, most family plans continued to cover
full-time students listed as dependents until sometime
in their early 20s (22-25ish). Under the reformed plan,
that age increases to 26, meaning you can remain on
your family’s health care policy until that age.
The consequences are that students who
choose to attend graduate school immediately can likely make their way through
it under their parent’s policy. Graduate
school costs enough without having to
worry about health care, so this is good
news for students. Also good news: If
your parents have a policy that booted
you off at, say, age 20,
you’ve gained a significant amount of time to
remain insured. That
part of the bill is supposed to take effect
immediately.
For uninsured students, you won’t be
uninsured for long.
More accurately, you
won’t be allowed to
be uninsured for long.
You (and your family) will be
required to purchase a health care policy,
be it from the private sector or from the
new state-run insurance exchanges. Each
state will be required to set up a competitive health care market in order to allow
consumers to purchase affordable policies
as mandated by the government.
If you don’t comply and purchase insurance starting in 2014, you’ll owe $95 or 1 percent of your income
(whichever is greater) the first year. That total will
subsequently rise, reaching $695 or 2 percent of your
income, again, whichever is greater.
There are controls in place to subsidize families who
may not otherwise be able to afford state-run poli-

cies and loopholes for those who fall below the lowest
income tax brackets (i.e. some students) and those who
can’t find policies that cost less than 8 percent of their
income, but most people will be required to have health
insurance.
Figures are predicting that 94 to 95 percent of Americans will be covered.
Also worthy of note is that “pre-existing conditions”
will no longer be used as a reason to deny coverage.
That takes effect immediately for children with preexisting conditions and bans them from all policies
come 2014. This ensures that insurance companies can’t
simply steer clear of higher-risk individuals who likely
need the most help.
Questions about the bill and its logistics abound, and
right now it seems that answers are
either unfounded or non-existent.
That doesn’t mean they’re not there
– it just means there’ll be an adjustment period where we’re all figuring things out. Stay the course and
continue to do your homework with
media you feel
you can trust.
Don’t feel bad
if you’re confused; the rest
of America is
right there with
you.

Don’t know where to start?
For more information and overviews of the bill
and its implications, consider the following links:
www.healthreform.gov
www.nytimes.com/interactive/2010/03/21/us/health-care-reform.html
www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/politics/what-health-billmeans-for-you/

› Campus comments:

Visit www.easternprogress.com and look for
the poll on the right side of the page.

› Last Week’s Poll
Have you checked out the new
DegreeWorks system yet?

Yes, and everything’s OK: 12%
Yes, and I have problems with it: 53%
No, but I will once I start scheduling: 12%
No, I’m afraid of what I’ll see: 24%

What do you think of the new national health care reform bill?
“I think it’s not
going to work.
I think in a few
years people are
going to want to
change it back.”

“I think it’s the
worst idea ever
and that it’ll
cause many
problems in the
future.”

“I don’t even know
what it’s about. I
don’t even care.”

Jeremy Criddle

Johnna Otis

Sierra Nolan

A freshman aviation major from
Louisville.

A junior nursing major from
Covington.

A freshman criminal justice major from
Burlington.

“I think the number
of people it will
help will not even
compare to the
number of people
who will be
disadvantaged.”

“I think eventually it’s going to
go corrupt. They
need to make
better changes.”

“I think it’s good
‘cause it helps people who need help
and it’s bad
‘cause it raises taxes.”

Corey Fannin

Deven King

Imani Yarbrough

A sophomore biology pre-med major
from Pikeville.

A sophomore biology pre-veterinarian
major from Crestwood.

A sophomore health care administration
major from Louisville.

The Eastern Progress online poll is not scientific and
reflects the opinions of only those online readers who choose
to participate.

› Have an opinion?
Log on to www.EasternProgress.com and tell us what
you think. You can submit a letter to the editor, comment
on stories and opinion pieces, or take our weekly online
poll.
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 500
words and should include your name, association with
Eastern and a contact phone number or e-mail for verification purposes, not for publication.
Letters to the editor may be edited for length prior to
publication. Letters must be submitted by Tuesday at 6
p.m. in order to be considered for publication in the same
week.
The Progress reserves the right to edit or remove online
comments if their content is judged to be illegal, directly
insulting to an individual or otherwise unhelpful to the
conversation.
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New health care
bill not without
possible oversights
My Turn
Steve
Thomas

Let me start by making one
thing clear: It’s not the idea
I’m opposed to—not at all.
From a constitutional standpoint, it seems to me
the idea of everyone receiving
proper medical attention and
care regardless of economic or
socioeconomic status should
fall under the “life” guarantee
in the whole “life, liberty and
pursuit of happiness” deal.
From an ethical standpoint, it’s difficult to make the
argument that a hard-working American who’s stricken with cancer just after he’s
lost his job (and consequently his insurance) should have
to choose between selling his
family’s home (or worse) to
afford treatment, or dying
without it.
The ethical argument regarding whether or not health
care is a “right” or a “privilege”
has been resolved in my mind
for some time. The logistical
argument on how best to accomplish universal health care
in the US has not, and I’m not
so sure the landmark reform
bill that passed this weekend
is the resolution.
I have several worries, the
first of which being where all
the extra money to support
the reformed health care system is going to come from.
One of the requirements of
the bill is for states to create
government-run health care
markets for people whose employers don’t provide health
care—small businesses or the
unemployed, mostly.
For states like Kentucky,
however, which already faces
billions of dollars of budgetary shortfall, creating a health
care market will be a financial nightmare. The bill is said
to ensure federal support and
funding for the system, but
we’re all well aware the federal
government isn’t exactly rolling in extra dough as is.
The solution is to hike taxes on affluent Americans, but
it’s going to require an absurd
amount of money to finance
the markets, the increase in
Medicare and Medicaid and
the extra expenses for treatment nationwide. The taxes in
the bill represent an enormous
attack on wealth inequity in
the US, which isn’t necessarily
a bad thing; it’s just important
to call a spade a spade.
More of that needed income is generated when all
Americans buy healthcare,
stimulating the industry and
making it more affordable,
but it’s hard not to be skeptical
that it will be enough. Reigning in spending isn’t what government does best, and estimates are just that: estimates.
Predicted costs are always
subject to change.
A more important problem (one that’s supported by
common sense, not my lack of
economic sense) is the effect
the bill will have on the medical industries in the US.

By granting 32 million formerly-uninsured Americans
health insurance, we’re greatly increasing the demand for
doctors, nurses, specialists
and other professionals.
Unfortunately, what we’re
not greatly increasing is the
supply of those professionals.
When I was younger, I had
the misfortune of developing
kidney stones—small, rocklike grains in the kidneys that
can cause excruciating pain
given the right circumstances.
Although insurance wasn’t
a problem, (I was covered by
my parents’ insurance plan)
availability of a specialist was.
It took me weeks, even months
to schedule an appointment
with a kidney specialist, who
hastily and impersonally diagnosed my problem before
rushing off to another room
to deal with another patient.
I saw him once and only
once for ten minutes, then sat
alone slightly scared and with
unanswered questions.

“

What I realized
at age 14 is that
you can’t expect
the quality of care
to be top-notch
when there is such
demand for
quantity of care.

”

What I realized at age 14 is
that you can’t expect the quality of care to be top-notch
when there is such demand for
quantity of care. Injecting tens
of millions more people into
the existing system could very
well break the wills of specialists who are already stretched
too thin, creating even more
distant and impersonal relationships with patients.
Say what you will about
the necessity of personal relationships with physicians and
specialists, but people who are
suffering need doctors who
can give them more than a
five-minute diagnosis.
They need their doctors to
care, to offer them answers,
explanations and, most importantly, hope.
That’s something doctors
already can’t afford the time to
do, and it’s going to get worse
before it gets better.
What does that mean? That
people who need to see those
specialists shouldn’t in order
to give others more time with
them? Of course not, but the
problem isn’t new—Canadians frequently come across
the border for routine medical work because their universal system takes ages to
get patients to specialists or in
for outpatient surgeries—and
hasn’t been addressed.
Perhaps we would never
really be ready for universal
health care. The years of transition built into the bill may
give us enough time to get
some answers, but it’s a bold
move to dive in headfirst.
Ethically and constitutionally sound in my mind, at least,
but bold nonetheless.

› Correction:
In the 3/18/10 issue of The Progress, it was reported
that Student Activities Council collected 800 cans of
food at the spring concert as a donation to the
Madison County Food Pantry. The actual number of
cans collected was 669.

Have something to say?
Let your voice be heard
Submit a Letter to the Editor
or post comments at

www.EasternProgress.com
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Society spoils series’ secrets
My Turn
Laura
Butler

Spoiler alert: Remember
the first time you watched The
Sixth Sense? Remember the
constant build-up of suspense
as you were introduced to each
new character, wondering if
they were alive or dead?
Now imagine your friend
walking up behind you halfway through the movie and
telling you Bruce Willis is a
ghost.
So much for the remaining
60 minutes; they’ve just ruined
the entire movie for you.
This is exactly the feeling
that blindsided me about two
months ago.
Somehow, I missed the
boat for an amazing show on
NBC—The Office.
Millions of people jumped

on the ship headed to Scranton, Penn. in 2005, but I didn’t
join them until last semester.
I’m not sure why the show
didn’t appeal to me earlier. It’s
got some great ingredients:
awkward silences, tons of sarcasm, one-liners and a “that’s
what she said” moment in almost every show.
I didn’t even want to really start watching it, because I
only budget a few shows into
my calendar. I’ve followed just
two shows religiously over
the past few years (Desperate
Housewives and Brothers and
Sisters), so when a couple of
my good friends wanted to introduce a new series into my
line-up, I was rather hesitant.
A whole new set of character
relationships to keep up with
and new plot lines to follow? I
wasn’t sure I wanted to do it.
My intrigue built throughout the first season, as I cackled through “Diversity Day”
and “The Alliance” but when I
was introduced to “The Dundies” in the seventh episode, I

knew I was hooked for life.
But that’s when society
came in and ruined my Office
viewing experience.
In January, I took a trip to
Orlando on an airplane with a
television on the back of every
seat loaded with movies and
TV episodes to choose from.
I was excited to see The Office as an option and selected
play before I could even notice
what episode they had. And
that’s when the evil began.
Before I knew it, I was seeing a synopsis of the episode
flash before my eyes: “Jim and
Pam Get Married.”
I couldn’t believe it. I had
just watched the end of season two where Jim tells Pam
he loves her and they kiss, and
now the sexual tension and
suspense of what will happen
between the two of them was
gone.
If that spoiler wasn’t
enough, a few weeks later NBC
ruined the suspense even further, showing a commercial
for a big upcoming episode:

“Jim and Pam Have a Baby.”
Of course I’d already let
myself forget Jim had blurted
this out in the wedding episode, but now I couldn’t forget any more. It took every bit
of will power inside me to pass
by NBC in my channel surfing at the gym later that night.
I couldn’t let myself ruin the
buildup from the show any
further.
Society has tainted my
once-pure Office-viewing experience. I’m thinking most
things in life should come
with spoiler alerts.
But I’m determined to finish it out and fill in the holes.
I’m nearing the end of the
third season and the season
four discs are on deck. I’ve
even got my replica of Michael
Scott’s “World’s Best Boss”
mug in hand.
My hope is to buzz through
to season six and be ready to
watch season seven with the
rest of the world.
I just can’t take any more
spoilers.

Waffle House offers ultimate
sanctuary on sleepless nights
My Turn
Greg
Schulte

Everybody has those nights
when you just can’t get to
sleep. On those nights, I roll in
bed trying helplessly to figure
out how to get to “LaLa Land.”
And on those nights, I essentially have two options:
Run around and find something to do till I fall asleep
from exhaustion, or take the
route I much prefer: hit the
trail to the Waffle House.
Some people call it the
“Heart-Attack House,” but I
call it “heaven.”
Waffle House is a restaurant
that’s dependable. I know I can
always count on it being open
24/7. Depending on which

one you go to (and when), the
service can be outstanding.
On those late nights, I can go
in and talk to the cooks about
how my day went, and they
listen. They’re like therapists
with extra benefits: the benefits being that they also cook
up some great food.
When I walk in, I can hear
the drops of fresh coffee hitting the coffee pot. The coffee is like kitty-crack for the
mind—I just have to keep getting more of it.
They have breakfast, lunch
and dinner, but the All-Star
Special breakfast is the greatest. In it, you get all the basic
breakfast items at a ridiculously cheap price.
Hang your heads in shame,
Denny’s and IHOP.
Sure, it’s true that the occasional psycho will walk into
said Waffle House, but that’s
because they’re not totally crazy: They’re attracted to the

food just like every other fan.
And it’s worth it to risk
your neck for a waffle and hot
coffee sometimes.
Another perk: Who doesn’t
like to go over to the jukebox
and turn on some music while
enjoying their meal? It’s really fun to hear everyone come
in and immediately start complaining about the music.
On a rare occasion, you
also get the psycho who likes
the music so much they start
talking to themselves.
That’s just another perk of
eating at the Waffle House.
If you’re anti-butter though,
you may want to find somewhere else to eat. No exaggerating—Waffle House might
literally be the worst place you
could go to. Butter is slammed
onto every item you order
(besides maybe the drink…
maybe). Still, Waffle House
wouldn’t be the restaurant it is
today if they didn’t cook their

food in butter.
The environment is relaxing because all the Waffle
Houses are not too big and not
too small. And somewhere between eerie and familiar lies
the fact that they’re all exactly
the same.
All of them. Everywhere.
Don’t think that there’s a
Waffle House near you? They
are scattered everywhere. If
you don’t like one, go down
the road for a bit; you’ll find
another one. They’re like rural
Starbucks.
Why tell your problems
to a friend when you can tell
them to the cook? As I finish
typing this now, I’m finishing
my coffee and ending my conversation with the psycho who
keeps mumbling to himself.
Just goes to show you that
when you need to get away,
maybe some coffee and fatty
food is all you need to keep
your night going strong.

News 8
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Students spend weekend restoring site
More than 12,000
trees planted in
12-hour period
By Stephanie Smith
progress@eku.edu

A former mine dumping
ground in Harlan County is
well on its way back to its natural glory, thanks to 20 Eastern students and 50 Berea
College students who made
it their task to refurbish the
area.
Last weekend, students
from the two universities took
part in a service project that
brought them to Pine Mountain, where they planted more
than 12,000 trees over a 12hour period, said Alice Jones,
a Geology professor at Eastern and the director of the
Eastern Kentucky Environmental Institute.
The dumping site was once
where a coal company disposed of its waste, which left
the area virtually uninhabitable.
“The coal company responsible went bankrupt and
abandoned the land,” Jones
said. “Nothing would grow
on it.”
Several years later, the
Kentucky Department of
Abandoned Land Mines tried
to reclaim the area, covering
it in topsoil recovered from
a Harlan County landslide.
And although that dirt was
laid years ago, it still helped
paved the way for the students’ service project, giving
them a clean slate on which to
help re-establish the natural

landscape.
Jones said that Patrick
Angel, whom Jones called
the “brain child” of the service project, contacted her
with the idea of getting college students involved with
the reclamation of old, poorly reclaimed mining sites by
planting trees there every
year. Jones got together with
Brian Perry of Student Life
and the Appalachian Regional Reforestation Initiative,
which donated the trees, and
soon the Pine Mountain service project was born.
Students stayed at the Pine
Mountain Settlement School
over the weekend where they
were taught how to plant
the trees – 50 of which were
chestnut trees that were once
prevalent in Appalachia before a blight killed off their
numbers.
The chestnuts the students
planted were a cross-hybrid
of Chinese chestnut trees and
the few remaining American
chestnut seedlings, which are
hoped to be blight-resistant,
PHOTOS SUBMITTED
Jones said.
Berea
College
and
Eastern
students
teamed
up
to
plant
more
than
12,000
trees
at
a
former
coal
waste
dumping
site
in
Harlan County.
After the hard work, students involved with the service project enjoyed the cul- trip like this, Jones said.
“It was very successful,”
ture around them, namely
she said. “We planted more
partaking in a big folk dance.
“Everybody was kind of trees than they expected us to,
suspicious [of the folk dance] worked harder, got more done
at first,” Jones said, “But the – it was a complete success.”
minute we started, everyone
Jones said students who
was laughing; everyone was might be interested in a trip
having a good time, and no like this should look forward
one wanted to stop.”
to another probably schedThis service project served uled in March of 2011. Anyas a kind of experiment, to one interested may contact
see how interested students Brian Perry in the Student
would be in a yearly service Life office at 622-3855.

Kaylia Cornett, Editor
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Beyond the scope of reality
Sigma Nu’s Zach Aust thrilled
audiences in his Magic Beyond
By Kaylia Cornett
kaylia_cornett18@eku.edu

Over the weekend, students filed into
O’Donnell Auditorium in hopes of being
amazed and mystified by the much anticipated Magic Beyond, a show featuring Sigma Nu’s
Zach Aust, who performed demonstrations of
ESP, psychokinesis, and time travel, complete
with a death-defying escape finale.
And viewers were not disappointed.
Aust, a sophomore paramedicine major from
Sunbury, Ohio, first became interested in magic
when he was just four years old. But, he’s been
performing professionally for about nine years
now.
His first performance was at the Sunbury
Community Library, where he showcased his
talents at its end of the summer reading program.
He jokingly admitted to almost burning
down the place, stating that at one point, he noticed smoke trailing from his lapel during one of
his demonstrations.
Aust said throughout his magic career he has
been trained by some of the top hypnotists, il-

lusionists and magicians in the country. But the
people close to him have provided a lot of influence in his work.
“My mom and dad have been very supportive,” Aust said, “[as well as my] magic mentor,
Jeff Lose.”
Aust said his Magic Beyond has essentially
been three years in the making.
“It’s a much bigger production than what
most people realize,” Aust said. “It’s [especially] hard to come up with a finale, so we’ll see if
there’s a show next year -- or, in two years.”
He stunned his Magic Beyond crowd from
the show’s start, appearing before their eyes in
a shadow box.
Then, after introductions, he asked one audience member to hold an orange, which he
sealed in a plastic zip-locked bag, promising it
would hold a purpose by the show’s end.
Next, he chose a brave volunteer from amidst
the crowd – a volunteer with a $20 bill.
“I promise no harm will come to your $20,”
Aust said. “I’ve done this…once. We’re going to
send Mr. Jackson through time, which is why I
use an audience member’s money.” A sleek mustache was sketched on the bill, to ensure that it
was indeed the same $20 bill that would be recovered at the end of the show.
Throughout the performance Aust surprised
audience members by reading their minds, recreating images drawn by audience members,

See MAGIC, Page B3
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Students spice up their workouts with Zumba
Jeremy
Reed

Miseries
of radio
over-play
My iPod has been broken
for two weeks now, so I’ve
been forced to listen to the radio and I’ve realized one thing:
Some songs just need to die.
As I backed out of my driveway this morning and headed
to class, I was absolutely disgusted to hear the song “Pour
Some Sugar On Me” on the radio. Not because of the suggestive content or because I’m diabetic or anything, it’s just that
the song is 22 years old, and
I have literally heard it twice
a day for the past 22 years of
my life. It blows my mind how
often that monstrosity gets
played on the radio.
It infuriates me that every day somewhere in Kentucky, some idiot still hasn’t
heard “Pour Some Sugar On
Me” enough, so he or she calls
the radio station to request it.
If you’re like me you’d almost
rather listen to your parents
have sex than this song.
It’s 2010 for God sakes!
I can’t imagine how often it
got played in 1987. If I were
of driving age back then I
would have driven my DeLorean off the road into a
church full of puppies and
orphans out of frustration.
Despite Def Leppard’s best efforts, the airwaves do have
room for other overplayed
or just terrible songs as well.
These tunes too need to be
euthanized. In July of 1974
Lynyrd Skynyrd released
“Sweet Home Alabama.” In
December of 1993 I got my
first radio and heard it for the
first time. By January of 1994 I
was already tired of it.
Sixteen years later, it is
still played on the radio as
if it were brand new. Aside
from the respect I have for
the musical and lyrical content of the song, it has run its
course. It’s most likely death
sentence: Natural causes.
Just because a song is overplayed doesn’t mean it’s a
classic or even that old. Take
Nickelback for example. Nickelback’s lead singer may look
like Jesus, but the band isn’t
that old. They’ve enjoyed
mainstream success since just
2001, but they have absolutely earned their spot in the
overplayed population several times over. Some of the offenses on Nickelback’s set list
include: “Rockstar,” “Photo-

See REED, Page B3

The new cardio fitness craze that’s
sweeping Eastern
By Kristie Hamon
progress@eku.edu

Hits from The Black Eyed Peas and Pitbull are
pumping through the speakers. Hips are twisting
and booties are shaking. A roomful of girls and a
handful of guys are moving in unison to the music,
sweat dripping from every inch of their bodies.
This high-energy environment isn’t a scene from
a new dance club in town or a touring concert. It’s
what you see when you walk into the group fitness
room at Eastern’s Fitness and Wellness Center on
any given Monday or Wednesday evening.
It’s called Zumba, and it’s a new group fitness
program that’s become an instant hit among Eastern students and throughout the world.
But what exactly is Zumba?
Zumba was invented by celebrity fitness trainer, “Beto” Perez, in Cali, Colombia in the mid-‘90s.
He came up with the concept when he forgot his
aerobics music one day, and improvised his workout with some of his favorite Latin works he had

with him. The class soon became a hit. In 1999
Beto brought his class to America, and was later approached by two entrepreneurs in 2001 and
soon trademarked the name Zumba.
Eastern’s Zumba Instructor Lauren Ashley Ford,
a sophomore from Cynthiana, described Zumba as
a mix of fitness, Latin, and hip-hop. In the class,
participants do a combination of dance steps and
aerobic exercise to an upbeat rhythm.
The 55-minute class includes periods of high
intensity and low intensity cardio, with segments
that target specific muscle groups throughout the
body. Ford said the fluctuating intensity levels help
burn fat and a large number of calories.
“Zumba is a total workout that burns an average of 700 to 1,000 calories, depending on body
type,” she said.
But for most who take the class, it’s pure fun.
Shelby Stults, a freshmen marketing major
from Columbus, said she likes Zumba because it
goes by so fast, “You don’t feel like your working
out, it’s fun,” she said. “It works everything - especially your arms and legs.”
Stults said she tries to come regularly every
couple of weeks, but has to plan ahead because the

See ZUMBA, Page B3
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A group of about 40 students pump it up at Zumba.

Local Thai restaurant will make you smile
Pros

Andrew
Pennington

Burgers? Hot wings? Subs? You
have probably found yourself faced
with these very questions when locked
into the “food choice showdown” with
friends.
But how about pad thai, green curry or even some fish sauce?
These questions will no doubt
throw a curve ball in the choice battle
and provide for a lot more variety.
First being, what are these things?
Better yet, where would you even find

Friendly staff

Hard to notice

Excellent food

Good prices
but not “cheap”

Enjoyable
dining area

Thai Smile is Richmond’s
own little taste of Thailand

Cons

Exotic flavors

Progress Ratings
RACHEL STONE | PROGRESS

Thai Smile’s friendly atmosphere offers an intimate dining experience
things like this?
Well, these are the “burger and fry”
staples of Thailand, and you would be

headed to Thailand’s Madison County
culinary outpost, Thai Smile.

Food: A+
Interior: B
Exterior: C
Staff: A+
Overall: A

See THAI, Page B3

Local band finding its place in music industry
Tripping Scarlet ranked No. 1
alternative rock band
by reverbnation.com
By Maggie LaFleur
maggie_lafleur1@eku.edu

Does local music really get the respect it deserves? Just how much of an influence can a small,
local band have on a community anyway? Apparently, local musicians once played an influential role
in Madison County. Local bands were always playing at the bars and pubs around town said current
local band, Tripping Scarlet, but not so much these
days.
“Local music doesn’t seem to get as much attention as it used to,” said Berea-native Dustin Williams, lead singer of Tripping Scarlet. “You have to
beg places to let you play.”

“I really think Players is one of the last places left
showing local bands,” said John McCullough, owner of Players in downtown Richmond.
Drummer Cliff Cox, who is from Green County, founded Tripping Scarlet, a band local to Richmond, about two years ago. Cox placed an ad on
Craigslist, which was answered by Derek McElwee,
Eastern music marketing alumnus and now, lead
guitarist of Tripping Scarlet.
McElwee had started a recording studio, Redhouse Recording Studio, while he was a student
in the music-marketing program at Eastern. After
graduating, McElwee said he was burnt out on guitar. However, after losing his job in 2008 he decided
to answer the ad on Craigslist and started putting a
band together.
The band now has five members - Cliff Cox:
drummer, Derek McElwee: lead guitar and vocals,
Jay Ritchie: bass, Skyler Parks: guitar and Dustin
Williams: lead vocals.

TREY BURKE | PROGRESS

Derek McElwee, Dustin Williams and Jay Ritchie
The Eastern Progress met up with Tripping
Scarlet on Saturday at Players before a show. They
showed first-hand what it’s like to be in a local

See BAND, Page B3
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She’s Out of My League offers predictable laughs
Not a masterpiece,
but good entertainment
By Bradlee Gamblin
progress@eku.edu

To anyone who has ever seen a romantic comedy before, She’s Out of My League will be very familiar. You’ll run into the same gags, the same jokes, the
same scenarios and the same gooey moments.
However, with a strong performance from newcomer Jay Baruchel and a few relatively fresh jokes,
there may be just enough originality here to make
it worth the $8 ticket price. Just don’t expect a masterpiece.
League tells the story of Kirk, an average guy who
works as a security guard at an airport. Kirk can’t
get over his ex-girlfriend, Marnie, who dumped him
two years ago. One day, Kirk is asked out on a date
by a gorgeous, successful girl named Molly who, as
you may have guessed, is out of his league. Kirk’s
friends and family are dumbfounded that he could
be dating a girl like Molly, and assure him that their
relationship won’t last. As Kirk’s insecurities grow, so
does his relationship with Molly, and he is eventually
forced to face his insecurities or lose the girl.
Being first and foremost a comedy, the jokes in
this movie are a mixed bag. On the plus side, a scene
comes to mind in which Kirk is mistaken for a waiter at a restaurant by, among others, Molly’s ex-boyfriend. Another funny moment comes near the end
of the movie, when Kirk proclaims his severe dislike

of his family while exiting the plane they are in before takeoff, only to be told that it is too late to leave
and that he needs to sit back down.
There are some bad jokes though. The worst scene
in the movie is the shaving scene, in which Kirk gets
“shaved” (to put it bluntly) by his friend Devon, with
the camera focused quite exclusively on Kirk’s backside. Instead of coming off funny, the scene ends up
just being weird and unnecessarily long. The film
also relies much too heavily on curse words. I’m not
against cursing, but when every character is inserting a curse word into every sentence they say, it’s a
bit much.
The acting in the film is mostly average. The
standout of the film is definitely Jay Baruchel
(Knocked Up, Tropic Thunder). In his first lead role,
Baruchel creates an underdog character in Kirk who
you really want to root for from the beginning. Alice
Eve (Molly) plays the attractive, successful woman
well, though her character still seems a bit flat by the
end of the film. T.J. Miller, who plays Kirk’s Seth Rogen look-alike friend Stainer, has some of the funniest lines in the film, but he also has some of the worst
lines, too.
If you decide to see She’s Out of My League, do
not go in expecting a groundbreaking comedy. A
large portion of this movie is borrowed from its predecessors, such as American Pie or any Judd Apatow
film. However, there are more than a few laughs and
some good entertainment to be found here, and if
that’s what you’re looking for, League shouldn’t disappoint.
Three out of five stars.

Jay Baruchel and Alice Eve in She’s Out of My League

Film is a massive let down,
finale is worse
By Bryan Reynolds
progress@eku.edu

Repo Men, the new sci-fi action
movie staring Jude Law and Forest
Whitaker, finds new and improved
ways to sicken audiences, all while
ripping off of as many genres as it can
in the process.
Repo Men takes place in the near
future. An evil corporation called
“The Union” controls a new life-saving technology - replacement organs Jude Law and Forest Whitaker star in the new sci-fi action film, Repo Men.
- naturally selling them to desperate
are the best at their job and they en- thing, then this movie will have you in
people at insane prices.
stitches by the end.
Want a new liver? That will be joy it.
Eventually, Remy has an accident
There’s a scene early in the mov$700,000 please. Can’t afford it? Well,
then “The Union” will be more than ie where Remy and Jake are hang- and finds himself in need of a new
happy to set up a payment plan that ing out downtown and they watch an heart. However, an artificial heart isn’t
suits your lifestyle, with a modest 19 obese man eating while waiting for the the only thing Remy gets after his surstreetlight to change. Jake bets Remy gery, he also grows a conscience.
percent interest.
He begins looking at his victims as
There’s just one problem: If you that the man has an account that’s getmiss three months of payments then ting close to being overdue and Remy fathers, brothers, mothers and sisters,
“The Union” will send someone by uses the device they have that scans rather than just jobs to check off his
your place to repossess their property. people for artificial organs. When the list. This makes it impossible for him
This is where Remy, portrayed by scan shows the man’s account is close to work any longer and eventually his
Jude Law, and his best friend Jake, to being past due, Remy yells out the account becomes past due, and he beportrayed by the ever-brilliant Forest car window at him reminding him gins to fight back against the system
Whitaker, come in. Remy and Jake are that in two days he’ll be by to collect he once worked for.
It’s not a bad premise exactly. The
repo men. Their job is simple; collect on the organ. There are a lot of these
on outstanding accounts. These two dark humor moments. If that’s your problem is, it’s difficult to feel bad for

Remy in the second half of the movie when he was such an unfeeling bastard in the first half. There’s this constant feeling that he is getting what’s
coming to him. The story has a lot in
common with last year’s District 9. As
in that movie, Repo Men has a main
character who is completely unfeeling,
until things don’t go his way, and then
he’s suddenly turned on a dime, selflessly striving to be a hero. It’s just a bit
too much to swallow.
The look and feel is reminiscent
of the 1982 Sci-fi classic Bladerunner.
Even the action scenes feel like they’ve
been pulled directly from previous
movies, although now ripped devoid
of any originality.
Still, the acting is superb. Forest
Whitaker is great as Jake. With Jake
around, Remy doesn’t need any enemies. Jake brings out the absolute
worst in Remy whenever he gets the
chance. At the thought of Remy retiring from being a repo man, Jake resorts to some drastic measures to keep
him around.
The biggest complaint about the
movie, however, is the ending. It’s the
worst movie ending in years. It has
quite possibly knocked The Matrix:
Revolutions from its throne. Unfortunately, you will not be able to get your
money back after this massive letdown
of a finale.
Two out of five stars.

Final Fantasy XIII proves to be superb
By Tristan Meiman
progress@eku.edu

While most students were well on
their way to Spring Break destinations, or
spending time outside enjoying the warm
days that we had, I on the other hand
stayed indoors and avoided most, if not
all, natural sunlight.
On March 9, the thirteenth installment
to the popular series Final Fantasy made
its debut. Fans have been anticipating this
release since the first video revealing at
the E3 Expo in 2006.
One thing that made me excited about
this game was the hope that it would
greatly surpass its predecessor Final Fantasy XII. I was not a fan of Final Fantasy
XII, so when XIII was announced, I was
slightly skeptical.
Thankfully XIII offered the redemption
that made me regain some hope for the
series. The people at Square-Enix spared
no expense on giving gamers the full jawdropping experience we’ve come to love.
With amazing high-definition graphics

as well as a beautiful musical score, this
is just the beginning of what XIII has in
store.
But, before we can get into the stellar
graphics and music of the game, some of
you may not even know what Final Fantasy is – it’s a role playing game (RPG).
Obviously, this being the thirteenth installment, this is not the final game. The
namesake was created due to the fact that
it was the game developers last chance at a
successful video game.
Generally in an RPG, the player controls a small number of game characters,
usually called a party, and achieves victory by completing a series of quests. Players
explore a game world, while solving puzzles and engaging in tactical combat. A
key feature of the genre is that characters
grow in power and abilities and are typically designed by the player.
Now that you have a better understanding of RPGs, let’s get back to why
you’re reading this article. Like all new
Final Fantasy’s there is always a new way
to play it. XIII uses an active time battle
(ATB) style of game play. Above your basic list of commands there is a small meter that fills up as the battle begins. Each
attack is worth one or more segments of

songs deserve
the death
penalty
Continued from Page B1

Repo Men in need of significant revamping

Latest series installment
doesn’t disappoint

REED: Some

that bar.
But the ATB style isn’t the only new
thing from XIII. Working as a team plays
a vital role in this game. Each person has
certain roles that help the party defeat
their enemy. There are a total of six roles:
commando, ravager, sentinel, synergist,
saboteur and medic. Rather than each
character being able to learn all the abilities, the player organizes their party carefully so that the battle is won quickly and
smoothly.
With every great game comes great
music that pumps us all up for the next
fight. Square-Enix went all out on obtaining the best in musical experience. The orchestrated music in XIII was performed
by the Warsaw Philharmonic orchestra;
not only does the Warsaw Philharmonic
boast an outstanding score of music, but
artist Leona Lewis performs her song “My
Hands” from her album Echo as one of
the game’s main theme songs.
With new fighting styles, new characters and a whole new world to explore, I
could not recommend this game highly enough. Final Fantasy XIII is available
for both PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 for
$59.99. Final Fantasy fan or not, this game
is easy to pick up and play for any gamer.

graph,” “Animals,” “Far Away”
and “If Everyone Cared” just
to name a few.
Of these, “Rockstar” is the
most deserving of song death
because I think I’ve heard it
more than I’ve heard my own
voice.
If someone murdered my
entire family in cold blood
and I was somehow given the
choice to kill that person or the
song “Rockstar,” there would
be one less terrible song on the
radio and one crazy, familymurdering cold-bloded psycho running around out there
killing people.
Most fitting death sentence for Rockstar: Overdose.
The Shinedown song “Second
Chance” has been given way
too many chances on the radio and Journey‘s “Don’t Stop
Believing” hasn’t stopped playing since 1981 so they can join
the list. Guns N Roses’ “Paradise City”, Buck Cherry’s “Crazy Bitch”, and AC/DC’s “Back
in Black” should all be laid to
rest as well.
If a firing squad could
just line up all of them and
take them out in one fell
swoop that would be ideal.
But there are some songs that
are old and somewhat overplayed, but are just too badass to die. A few of these include “The Final Countdown”
by Europe, “Margaritaville” by
Jimmy Buffet, “Holy Diver” by
Dio and “Sister Christian” by
Night Ranger.
They are all slightly overplayed, but I still turn up the
volume when I hear them on
the radio and they can be situational.
People like to hear Jimmy Buffet at the beach, you
can train for any number of
things while listening to “Final
Countdown” and the possibilities are endless with “Holy
Diver” and “Sister Christian.”
Some of the songs that deserve
the death penalty are awesome
songs, some are not.
Regardless, they have all
been played far too many
times by radio stations and
just aren’t desirable anymore,
so they need to be put down.
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MAGIC: ‘You’re not going to want to miss the ending!’

The guy behind the magic:

Continued from Page B1

Who’s your favorite magician?

suspending lights in mid-air and skillfully demonstrating psychokinesis.
“This is probably going to be the thing you
talk about once you leave here,” Aust said, and
he turned to a bowl that was holding keys, nails
and spoons.
After he had audience members examine
each item, he reached for a spoon.
“They might look a little familiar, they’re
from Upper Powell,” Aust said, as he focused
on the utensil, which slightly began to bend between his fingers.
And, as the audience continued to watch on
in amazement, he picked up a nail.
“Watch [it], it’s going to bend right here in
front of you,” he said.
The audience was dazed.
“[Sometimes I get asked] can you bend anything else, and I say ‘yes, I bend plastic spoons,’”
Aust said jokingly. And then, indeed, he bent a
plastic spoon.
Next, Aust switched gears and revealed the
whereabouts of the missing $20.
“I want my money,” the owner said.
Aust then retrieved the orange from the audience member and sliced it in half. Inside sat
the $20 bill, complete with the sketched on
mustache.
As the crowd recovered, he prepared them
for the finale.
“I said ‘Self, I call myself self, I’d like to do
something death defying!’” Aust said, as dramatic music seeped into the theater.
Then, the curtains opened to unveil “SUNK,”
in which Aust would submerge himself, handcuffed, into a barrel filled with nearly 55 gallons
of water and be forced to find a way out.
“I’d like you to hold your breath with me to
get the full experience, but please don’t pass out
on me,” Aust said. “You’re not going to want to

“I’d say, overall, probably David Copperfield. His shows are almost like
going to a rock concert rather than a
magic show…He really connects with
his audience.”
If you could ask Criss Angel one thing,
what would it be?
I’ve actually sat down and talked to
Criss Angel. He’s not necessarily
someone I’d try to mimic [in my own
style], but he’s definitely a very nice
guy.
LAURA BUTLER | PROGRESS

Eastern sophomore and magician Zach Aust bends a spoon through psychokinesis Sunday.
miss the ending.”
As he quickly submerged himself within the
barrel, his stage crew locked the lid. As time
slowly passed, the crew, along with the audience, anxiously awaited Aust’s escape, and after what seemed like several minutes, unease
loomed over the audience – until Aust addressed the crowd from the back of the auditorium, concluding his show with a jaw-dropping
performance.Natalie Combs, a communication
studies major, and Erin Hall, a marketing major,
both enjoyed their front row experiences.
Combs, who held on to the orange, said “I
didn’t know what to expect with [the orange].
He did a really good job, and I really enjoyed
[the show].”
Hall echoed the same sentiments.
“The ending was my favorite part, I have no
idea how he got out of there,” she said.
Aust said he hopes his audiences can leave

with a new appreciation for magic.
“First and foremost, [I want the audience to
be] entertained, so they can get away from their
own reality,” Aust said. “[And to] be open to
things [they] thought would be impossible.”
Aust said he hasn’t decided whether he wants
to pursue magic as a career, but that it’s a possibility.
“I’ll just keep doing shows…and random
magic,” Aust said. “It’s hard in a college atmosphere to have a regular gig.”
One of Aust’s favorite demonstrations to
perform for crowds is bending spoons because
he likes the audience interaction; sometimes he
even opts to bend spoons in people’s hands.
“I’ve tried to come up with my own style…
and stay away from the stereotypical top hats,
capes and card tricks,” Aust said. “I’m not big on
technical magic…I’m more of a hypnotist…to
me, that’s as close to real magic as you can get.”

What’s one of your proudest achievements or moments?
Well, I was about 12-ish years old,
actually it was in 2002...I won a competition in Ohio against adult magicians. And, I won Magician of the
Year for Ohio. I performed a JamesBond-style routine that, ironically,
ended with me appearing at the back
of the audience…I like to do that
So, last question, do you think magic
attracts the ladies?
Well, it definitely gets their attention.
But, I’d like to think there are other
qualities in me that the ladies can be
attracted to as well.

THAI: Family-owned eatery boasts bold flavors, friendly faces and great prices
Continued from Page B1
Thai smile is located just off the Eastern bypass on 525 Leighway Drive, or in easier terms
behind Subway directly across from Liquor
Mart.
You’ve never noticed? Well, neither had I
until I stumbled upon it in a little new-in-town
urban exploration.
Thai Smile’s small road-front sign seems to
be swallowed up among a sea of huge fast-food
signs, and its location in a small shopping center leaves it lacking in the notice-ability department. But don’t judge this book by its cover just
yet.
Thai Smile is not only going to greet you with
a friendly host and a smile, but a small, charming dining area that is going to provide you with
a comfortable dining experience.
Seating and smiles are supplied in plenty
at Thai Smile, but the aroma is what’s going to
keep you coming back; it is unlike any you have
probably ever experienced.
When your senses encounter the aromas
from the steaming jasmine rice, or the bubbling

of that particular day’s curry; your senses are
going to be kissing those hot wings goodbye.
The menu at Thai Smile has a huge variety
of dishes for both lunch and dinner. Among the
vast selection of noodle and curry dishes you
will find other accommodations for almost any
appetite.
Worried about navigating this road map of
foreign fare? Well, have no fear; the staff at Thai
Smile will guide you through the menu with
ease.
Among the exotic dishes you will see some
familiar Asian style cuisine, egg rolls, rice and
steamed dumplings, just to name a few.
Most entrees range between $8 and $15, and
you can expect lunch prices to be lower and accompanied with a free “soup of the day”.
Thai Smile is an extremely unique dining experience.
The flavors are bold, the faces are friendly
and the prices are great.
They call Thailand the “land of a thousand
smiles” and Thai Smile will send even the pickiest eaters home with a big one on their face.

RACHEL STONE | PROGRESS

Eastern student Emily Reese and Paige Robinson and Will Emmons enjoy authentic Thai cuisine

ZUMBA: High turnout prompts additional class
Continued from Page B1
class fills up fast.
A majority of the people who come to the
Zumba classes are regulars and come to every
class offered twice a week, but the classes are
also populated with newcomers in nearly every session.
And trying out the class anytime is something Ford encourages.
“Zumba is for anyone looking for a fun
workout,” she said.
Staff at The Fitness and Wellness Center initially scheduled the class only on Monday evenings at the beginning of the spring semester,
but within a few weeks, the attendance rates
climbed so high, they had to cap the class at

40 people.
Every other group fitness class offered at the
fitness center allows walk-ins to participate,
but after 60 people showed up to one Zumba
class, a limit had to be put in place.
Participants are now required to sign-up in
advance, helping keep the number at a safe level.
After students returned from Spring Break,
Ford began teaching another class on Wednesday evenings to keep up with the demand.
Both classes fill up nearly every week now.
To sign up for Zumba or any other group
fitness class, visit www.eku.timetrade.com and
create a username and password.

BAND: Local musicians rock Players Club
Continued from Page B1
band.
“Having a band is difficult,” McElwee said.
“[But] I think we have good music and people
enjoy what we do.”
“We’re just a band,” he said. Although he
claims there is nothing mind-blowing about
their crew, they have been ranked the No. 1 alternative rock band in the area on reverbnation.
com, a marketing platform for artists/bands,
managers and venues who are looking for online retailers such as iTunes, Pandora and Amazon.
“We are working on an album right now and
should be done this summer,” he said.
“There is definitely a work element to [being
in a band],” said Dustin Williams, as he hauled
in giant cases full of their equipment.
“Some people say we are the hardest working band they have ever seen,” said Jay Ritchie,
the bass player from Hazard.
He said they’re in the recording studio at
least three to four nights out of the week, for
three to four hours at a time.
“I’ve been playing in a band since 1996 and
this band is what I’m most proud of,” Ritchie
said.
As true for almost any dedicated musician,
music is what keeps them going. It’s what drives
them to simply wake up in the morning.
“It’s my outlet,” said Cox, after explaining the
obstacles he has been faced with, such as, a broken neck in an accident with a four-wheeler and
a divorce.
“Something I never look at as a burden. I
love entertaining people. That’s why we do it,”
Cox said.
“I’ve been playing the guitar since I was seven,” said McElwee.
He said playing the guitar was the only thing
he ever felt he was good at. It was the one thing

he ever really wanted to do.
“I feel like I’m married to a guitar,” said Mandy McElwee, Derek’s wife. “Some bands have
bad attitudes, or aren’t so nice, or aren’t so sober, but these guys are really down to earth.”
Skylar Parks, the most recent addition to the
band and Eastern alumnus, agrees. He has been
playing guitar for the band for three months
and said he has learned as much from them as
he did in school.
“They have [proved] that there are good musicians out there who haven’t been formally
trained,” he said.
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Lead guitar Derek McElwee plays a riff Saturday.
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Women’s tennis starts OVC play undefeated
in perspective and focusing on what’s in front
of them.”
nicholas_johnson33@eku.edu
“I am really proud of how the top three
matches
went,” Oertel said. “Dominant scores.
Eastern kicked off a challenging portion of
its schedule with two dominating victories over I was impressed with how determined our
girls where, especially after losing the doubles
OVC opponents.
The Colonels, the defending OVC champi- point.”
Eastern continued the dominant perforons, beat Murray State 5-2 and Tennessee State
mance later in the afternoon by beating Tennes7-0 on Saturday.
Eastern (7-10, 2-0 OVC) was picked by con- see State 7-0.
The Colonels shut Tennessee State (0-4, 0-4
ference coaches as the favorite to win this year’s
OVC)
out, only allowing them to pick up a
title. Murray was picked to finish third and was
handful of games during the
one of four teams other than
match.
the Colonels to receive firstColonel freshmen Catariplace votes.
I am not surprised
na
Branco and Esmira Ghei“I am not surprised we won,
sary each won their matchwe won; I am surprised
I am surprised by how we were
es without dropping a game,
able to win,” Oertel said. “How
by how we were able
winning 6-0, 6-0.
convincingly we were able to
to
win.
Eastern won every singles
win was a surprise.”
match in straight sets.
Getting the win over MurWhen Eastern stepped
Coach Rob Oertel
ray (3-5, 1-1 OVC) was made
out of conference on Tuesdifficult when the Colonels lost
day, they lost to the Univerthe doubles point.
sity of Kentucky.
However, being down didn’t deter the ColoTh
e
Colonels
will
now focus on a hectic pornels.
Eastern battled back against the Racers, win- tion of their schedule where they will play four
ning the top three singles matches in straight matches in five days.
Eastern hosts Southeast Missouri State (2-8,
sets. Anais Hamel won the match clincher in
1-1
OVC) on Friday at 1 p.m. Eastern Illinois
straight sets also. Alyze Pagal picked up the oth(4-6, 1-0 OVC) will visit the Colonels on Saturer point for the Colonels.
“Knowing what kind of player you are, keep- day at 10 a.m. Eastern will then take on Tennesing that in perspective, goes directly to how see Tech (0-7, 0-2 OVC) on Sunday. Finally the
good you can be,” Oertel said. “Losing the dou- Colonels will play rival Morehead State (5-10,
bles point can carry over mentally to singles. 2-0 OVC) on Tuesday at 1 p.m.
Eastern’s outdoor tennis matches are played
We can’t let losing that point impact our overall match. Our girls are great about keeping it all on the Higgins Tennis Courts located by Martin Hall.

By Nick Johnson

“

”
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Senior Anais Hamel volleys a ball in her match against Murray State. Hamel won the match in
straight sets.

Hilltoppers shut out softball; remain winless in conference play
By Langdon Barnes
langdon_barnes20@eku.edu

The Colonels weren’t able to generate a run against Western
Kentucky in losing both games. Eastern fell at home in the first
game, 8-0 in five innings and lost 5-0 in the second against the
Hilltoppers (15-9).
“Our team is a work in progress,” said Head Coach Jane Worthington. “They just need to go out, play hard and have fun.”
In the first game, Western did most of its damage in the second inning. The bases were loaded as Brooke Reed drove in the
game’s first run. The next two batters were hit and walked respectively to score two more. Two more scored after a single by Ashley Contreras. An RBI ground-out by Lindsay Antone gave the
Hilltoppers an 8-0 lead after two innings of play.
Western was led by pitcher Kim Wagner (8-3). Wager allowed
three hits and struck out three batters in five innings.
Eastern had three hits for the game, two by freshman Raquel
Howes.

Western started the second game right where they left off in
the first. The Hilltoppers were leading 2-0 after one inning of
play. They added a run on Antone’s sacrifice fly in the fifth and
two more in the sixth to extend their lead to 5-0. Karavin Dew
went 2-for-3 with a run scored while Antone finished with two
RBIs.
Sophomore Diane Gallagher went 2-for-4 for the Colonels.
“We need to have more confidence in one another while we are
on the field,” said Gallagher. “That will come with more practice
outside and more repetition and the wins will come around.”
Eastern then began play in the Ohio Valley Conference against
Tennessee-Martin.
The Skyhawks (20-3, 2-0 OVC) won the first game 4-2 and
the second 1-0.
The Colonels (5-19, 0-2 OVC) started with a 1-0 lead in the
first game after Jena Handley drove in Diane Gallagher with a
single to center field.
UT Martin then scored four runs with the help of three Eastern errors to take the lead in the bottom of the first.

Falcons sweep Colonels
in three-game series

CLASSIFIED ADS
HELP
WANTED
W

LIFEGUARDS AND
POOL MANAGERS.
PPM is hiring for clubs
and water parks in
Lexington, Louisville, and
Richmond. $8-$15 per
hour. Email brad40965@
aol.com for application.
BAR TENDING. $250/
DAY potential. No
experience necessary.
Training provided.
800-965-6520 x. 283.
FOR RENT
FO
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Junior third-basemen Jayson Langfels sprints to first base during a home game against Bowling
Green. The Colonels were outscored 37-25 in three losses.
By Keith Ritchie
randall_ritchie@eku.edu

Eastern’s woes continued through the threegame series against Bowling Green St. last weekend.
The Falcons swept the Colonels, bringing the
Eastern losing streak to four games.
Eastern has now lost seven of its last eight
games.
The Falcons beat the Colonels in the first
game, 11-9.
Eastern was down 4-3 in the bottom of the
fifth inning when sophomore infielder Richie
Rodriguez led off with a triple. Sophomore designated hitter Jacob Daniel drove in the tying
run with a sacrifice fly-out to center field.
The 4-4 tie continued until the top of the
seventh inning. That’s when the wheels fell off.
The Falcons scored five runs on four hits. In
the eighth inning, the Falcons tacked on another two runs.
The score was 11-6 in the bottom of the
ninth inning, when the Colonels showed flashes
of a comeback.
With two outs, Eastern scored three runs
on three hits. Freshman infielder Matt Phipps
struck out with two men on base, ending the
game.
Bowling Green St. finished the sweep on Saturday, winning both games of the doubleheader.
In the first game, the Falcons outslugged the
Colonels, 19-10.
The two teams combined to hit eight homeruns, including three from Bowling Green St.’s
T.J. Blanton.
The score was tied 10-10 in the eighth inning

when the Falcons put up nine runs on just four
hits.
“It wasn’t just our pitchers,” Jason Stein, the
Eastern head coach said. “Our defense was
very poor, and that just makes it harder for our
pitchers.”
The Colonels committed three errors in the
disastrous inning, and six errors in the entire
game.
There were a couple bright spots in the Eastern lineup. Junior outfielder Ryan Faidley and
sophomore outfielder Michael Garcia both recorded three hits for the Colonel effort.
Bowling Green won the series’ finale, 10-7
later in the day. The game was played in seven
innings.
The Colonels enjoyed a 5-3 lead heading
into the sixth inning, when another big-Bowling Green inning doomed Eastern’s hopes.
The Falcons scored four runs on five hits in
the inning.
Junior infielder Jayson Langfels drove in
a run with a single to right field, but the rally
wasn’t enough for the Colonels.
“At times, the middle part of the lineup is trying to hit a six-run homer,” Stein said. “When
other parts of the lineup aren’t producing, the
third, fourth and fifth hitters tend to try way too
hard.”
Langfels hopes the worst is over for the Colonels.
“I think it was rock bottom,” Langfels said. “I
think we are prepared enough to turn it around
for conference play.”
Eastern opens conference play against Eastern Illinois this weekend. The first pitch of the
series is Saturday at 1pm.

Both teams went scoreless until the Colonels scored on an
RBI by Melissa Costa in the seventh. That would be the last run
scored in the game.
Four players were able to get a hit for Eastern. Skyhawk pitcher Paij Lintz picked up her eight win on the season. Lintz allowed
two hits and struck out two batters in seven innings of work.
Kate Vanderham drove in the only run in the second game
with a double to left center in the fourth inning.
Vanderham (6-1) threw a complete game three-hit shutout.
She walked two batters and struck out seven.
Freshman Kristin Perry (4-6) allowed one run on four hits.
She also had three strikeouts.
The Colonels final game at Tennessee-Martin that was scheduled for Sunday was rained out. The game will not be rescheduled.
“Although we are in a rough patch we are all working very
hard to be successful,” said Gallagher.
Eastern will host Southeast Missouri State next weekend in a
three-game series.
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ROOMMATE wanted
ASAP! 3 Bedroom house
1 block from campus. Call
(513) 490-6889 if interested.
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SHAWNEE
TRAIL

Students Receive

623-4061

NOW
AVAILABLE
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.

NOW
LEASING

1, 2 and 3 Bedroom
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50%
OFF a classified word
ad with your EKU ID.

Katelyn Court

623-3556
391 Gibson Ln.
Katelyncourtapts
@Bellsouth.net

Only $2 for a
10 word classiﬁed ad
with EKU student ID!

Shawneetrail
@Bellsouth.net
CALL 622-1881
TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED AD
*The Eastern Progress is not responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.
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Eastern splits
series with Purdue

Colonels push home
win streak to eight
By Nick Johnson
nicholas_johnson33@eku.edu
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Sophomore Jacob Daniel looks dejected after a loss to
the Boilermakers last week.

After an early season schedule that saw the Colonels face off
against five teams that have been ranked in the ITA rankings,
including top-ranked Virginia, Eastern began their conference
schedule with two dominant performances this past weekend.
The Colonels (9-8, 2-0 OVC) resoundingly beat Murray
State on Friday, and swept Tennessee State on Saturday.
Eastern, who was the preseason pick by conference coaches
to win the OVC title, ran their home winning streak to eight
matches this season. The Colonels haven’t lost at home since
last February against Minnesota.
Against Murray (1-5, 0-1 OVC), the Colonels took the doubles point and then won five of the six singles matches.
“A win over Murray is always big for our team and the entire
athletic department,” Coach Rob Oertel said. “But the way we
beat them was what impressed me the most.”
The match against Murray marked the return of Alex Das
to the Colonels lineup. Das has missed significant time with an
injury.
According to Oertel, the return of Das to the Colonels lineup significantly increases the team’s confidence.
“I can’t tell you the confidence level our team plays with

By Keith Ritchie

when Alex is out there,” Oertel said.
Niklas Schroeder and Hugo Klientovsky both won tight
three-set matches for Eastern. According to Oertel, their improved played has been even more important with Das out.
“They’ve done alright,” Oertel said. “Those singles wins over
Murray are going to serve as a strong confidence builder, especially for Hugo. I think this will be something we can reflect on
for the rest of the year. We can use it when we find ourselves in
tight matches in the future.”
The Colonels continued the weekend dominance on Saturday against Tennessee State (0-2, 0-2 OVC).
Eastern won the doubles point by winning the two matches
played and won the five singles matches played in straight sets.
Klientovsky and Emilio Piriz each only lost won game winning their matches 6-1, 6-0.
The conference slate continues for the Colonels this weekend. Eastern will also play a bitter rival on Tuesday next week.
The Colonels will host Eastern Illinois University (3-10, 0-1
OVC) on Saturday at noon. Eastern will then host Tennessee
Tech (5-3, 2-0 OVC) on Sunday at noon. Tech was picked to
finish third in the OVC preseason poll.
The Colonels will then host their instate rival Morehead
State (8-5, 2-0 OVC) on Tuesday at 3:30p.m.
Eastern’s outdoor tennis matches are played on the Higgins
Tennis Courts located by Martin Hall.

randall_ritchie@eku.edu

The Colonels split a two-game series with Purdue last Tuesday
and Wednesday. The win marked the first Eastern-home-opener
victory since 2007, and the first win against a Big-Ten opponent
since the Colonels beat Indiana in 2006.
Eastern won the first game of the series, 5-2.
The Colonels led 2-1 in the bottom of the third, when junior
infielder Jayson Langfels blasted a two-run home run over the
right-field fence. Langfels went 2-for-4 with three RBI and two
runs scored.
“Anytime you get the opportunity to play a big program like
Purdue, you want to take advantage,” Langfels said. “Everything
came together for us on that day, and we showed signs of playing
up to our potential.”
Junior outfielder Ryan Faidley followed suit later in the inning with a solo shot over the left-field fence. Faidley went 2-for4 with two RBI.
Purdue scored a run in the top of the fourth inning from a
sacrifice ground-out, bringing the score to 5-2.
The three-run-Colonel lead proved to be enough breathing
room for the Eastern pitchers.
Austin Rexroat picked up his first win of his career. The freshman right-hander gave up two runs on just three hits in his four
innings of work.
“I was just happy to get the start,” Rexroat said. “I went out
there trying to keep my composure, and I was able to.”
Sophomore right-hander Matt Harris entered the game in the
fifth inning, and didn’t disappoint.
Harris offered four-scoreless innings with two hits.
Junior right-hander Ryne Purcell picked up his fifth save of
the season after shutting down the Boilermakers in order in the
ninth, striking out the last two batters.
“Pitching, pitching, pitching,” Jason Stein, the Eastern head
coach said. “We had a quality start, good performances from the
bullpen, and timely hits.”
The next day, Purdue won the season finale, 7-3.
The Colonels carried a 3-2 lead until the Boilermakers scored
three runs in the eighth inning and another two runs in the ninth
to win the game.
Purcell (1-1) got his first loss of the season.
Sophomore left-hander Greg Terry started for the Colonels,
giving up two runs on six hits in six innings of work.
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Niklas Schroeder attempts a forehand return during his threeset victory over Jorge Caetano of Murray State.
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Carles Pons Escanilla returns a volley against Jadir Semensin
during his 6-1, 6-1 win.

ZANCAN: Video game makers encourage laziness
Continued from Page B6
cord each game and then send it out on DVD. I can see it now,
little Billy Barty tells his mom that he’s sick and must stay home
from school. She lets him stay home thinking his tummy aches.
She goes off to her 9-5 job. As soon as she leaves, he turns on
the recorder in hopes of winning some cash.
He is pitching a perfect game with one out left and the recorder dies on him. Or the power goes out. Or the dog trips
over the power cord, or he sneezes, does a forward somersault
into the 100-gallon fish tank that spills onto the Xbox. Eric the
piranha eats the hard drive, and the Xbox is no more.
I can see this becoming a very, very bad thing. Heck, I’m enticed to go buy the game, give up my life and record the television until the game has been played so much that it’s imprinted
into my screen.
Why are we encouraging people to sit on the couch and play
more video games? Sometimes I am guilty of playing too much,
so I can see it tripling with this contest.
Imagine new contests coming out. American Idol releases a
game where the singer who never misses a note gets to have
lunch with Ellen. NHL 10 gives one fan, who wins the Stanley Cup, a chance to fight Sydney Crosby during the second intermission of a playoff game. If you beat Mario without dying
once, you get to dress up as Mario and sing at halftime of the
Wheaties Tostitos Fed-Ex Quesadilla Bowl of Champions.
I just don’t agree with the concept of rewarding people who
sit on the couch and play video games.

I throw down a challenge to Major League Baseball: I get to
pitch a Double-AA game and if I give up 25 runs or less, I get to
manage the Reds.
If you’re going to offer a prize, get us off our couches and
challenge us to something that includes real exercise, not
strengthening our thumb muscles while yelling at the television
claiming the computer is cheating.
Things I thought I was thinking about in the sports-related (and
un-sports-related) world:
-I was in Guitar Center Sunday and saw guy wearing a Kevin
James (Hitch, King of Queens) Stunt Double T-shirt. That has to
be the only shirt ever made and he has it. Maybe someone was
his stunt double during the scene in Hitch when he was doing
the earwax removal dance.
-If you’re hiking up a mountain here are a few pieces of advice: Don’t wear flip flops. Don’t bring your Chihuahua wearing
a sweater, because you will carry him up the whole mountain.
Don’t light a cigarette right as you’re beginning - it will not help
you make it up the mountain. Just a few tips picked up from a
family hiking recently.
-Mike Tyson stars in a new reality show on the Animal Planet. It involves pigeon racing. Enough said…
-The Playboy Channel showed up accidentally on the Children’s Network last week in North Carolina. At least it wasn’t
Mike Tyson pigeon racing.

BASEBALL: With funding cuts, project remains unclear
Continued from Page B6
partment to do something that would benefit the current players and help Eastern recruit new players.
“The new turf infield kills two birds with one stone,” Stein
said.
The advantages of the new infield are strong enough to even
convince the baseball traditionalists on the team.
“I think I’m more of a traditional dirt and grass guy, but we
are able to get so much more practice time in because of the
new infield,” Colonel third basemen Jayson Langfels said.
The turf allows for infielders to get a more consistent read
on a groundball hit their way. But Langfels also points out the
turf won’t spoil Eastern’s defensive intensity.
“The turf is great because there are no bad hops on grounders; it’s consistent,” Langfels said. “We just can’t get spoiled. We
can’t just lay back on a grounder just because we know how
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the ball is going to hop. We try hard to stay aggressive like we
would if we were playing on dirt.”
With the completion of the new infield, it is unclear what
project will be next. With Eastern facing more cuts in state
funding, the continuing renovation of Turkey Hughes will require more work from the University, the athletic department,
Colonel Alumni and other supporters of the program, as private fundraising will likely be the primary source of funding.
The outfield of Turkey Hughes Field may be the next target
for renovation. When the stadium was built, the outfield was
put in without a proper drainage system, and puddles are problematic when it rains heavily.
“You hate to sound greedy,” Langfels said. “We are all very
appreciative for all the work it took for us to have the new turf.
But I think working on the outfield could help out a lot.”

Quick Hits
-The women’s golf team was just
eight shots back of the top five after
one round of play in the C&F Bank
Intercollegiate last weekend. They
finished the day with a first round
score of 319. The Colonels ended the
second round with a two-round total
of 637, good for sixth place. Freshman
April Emerson, 12th place, led the
Colonels with a two-round total of
155.

-Gabrielle Andersson shot a 77 and
79 in her two rounds, finishing right
behind Emerson with a 156. She
finished tied for 16th place.
-The women travel to Carbondale,
Ill. for the Saluki Golf Invitational on
March 28 and 29.

SPORTS

See other sports
results on B4 and B5
B6

“Whoever said, ‘It’s not whether
you win or lose that counts,’
probably lost.”
- Martina Navratilova
American Tennis Player
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Home field advantag
By Nick Johnson
nicholas_johnson33@eku.edu

On Monday afternoon, it was raining
and Eastern’s baseball team was practicing. A year ago, this probably wouldn’t
have been the case. The Colonels weren’t
just practicing in preparation for a midweek home-and-home series with Miami
(Ohio), or in anticipation of a match up
with the preseason OVC-favorite Eastern
Illinois Panthers this weekend: They were
practicing because they could.
The simple fact that Eastern is now
able to practice on days where the weather isn’t agreeable is a new development
for the Colonels.
As a result of a $500,000 total renovation effort, the home to Eastern baseball
received a new state-of-the-art synthetic
turf infield.
Turkey Hughes Field, the Colonels’
home since the 1960s, is now equipped
with the new synthetic turf infield. The
field itself cost $260,000 of the renovation funding and was raised through the
university and the athletic department.
This season marks the introduction

of the new infield turf at Turkey Hughes reps and really focus on what we are doField. The turf allows the Colonels to ing. We are able to experience the benefit
practice and play games that may have of working on our craft, working on our
been canceled in previous seasons due game, not the field.”
Simon Gray, associate director of athto poor field conditions and inclement
letics for advancement, said that the athweather.
In past years, even a little rain meant letic department originally had plans to
completely overhaul the baseball
Eastern’s team would lose
stadium and field. This plan incountless amounts of practice
cluded renovating the dugouts
time rolling out the tarp that
and bullpens, fan seating, the
covered the infield. Any time
press box, as well as the playing
the baseball team spent rollfield. But when funding became
ing out the tarp to cover the inan issue, the athletic department
field during bad weather counts
decided on improving Turkey
against the NCAA-allotted 20
Hughes Field in increments so
hours a week for practice time.
they would be able to make imAlso, rolling back the tarp or
provements more quickly.
any time the team spent repairJason Stein
“Coach Stein pointed out
ing the field counted against
how much practice time the
those hours.
Now the Colonels won’t be spend- team was losing, and he felt that improving as much time rolling the tarp on and ing the infield would be the best place to
start,” Gray said. “The infield was not in
back off the field.
The new infield prevents much of that great shape at all.”
Coach Stein said that his top priorlost time, allowing the Colonels to focus
ity when he took the head coaching job
more on baseball than landscaping.
“We are just simply able to be out at his alma mater before the 2009 season
there more,” Eastern Baseball Coach Ja- was for the university and the athletic deson Stein said. “We are able to take more
See BASEBALL, Page B5
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Left: The Colonels’ dugout before the next phase in renovations. Center left and right: Colonel hitters take a swing in the newly renovated batter’s box. Right: A ground view of the new synthetic turf.

Standout freshman Bouchiki
races to Stanford relays
Rest of team heads to
North Carolina State
relays this weekend

The onemillion
dollar prize
I could use the space in this week’s column
to urge readers to send a self-addressed letter to ABC casting in hopes of making me the
next Bachelor, but I won’t do that (Send all letters to “Bachelor Casting,” Los Angeles, CA.)
Thanks Kaitlin.
Instead, how would you like to win a million dollars playing a sports video game?
No joke. A million bucks to play a video
game. At first I didn’t believe it, but it’s true.
The makers of 2K Sports’ Major League Baseball 2K10 video game started the contest giving one person the chance to win the grand
prize.
I have looked everywhere to find the rules.
In my mind, I figured they would make you
pitch with a member of the Pittsburgh Pirates
or a Kansas City Royals rotation, giving participants one-in-impossible odds.
All you actually have to do is throw a perfect game (27 innings without a single batter
reaching base), videotape it and play it on PS3
or Xbox 360.
The makers of the game are using $1 million of their marketing budget to claim that its
pitching simulator is the most authentic.
The game setup between the 2009 and 2010
version is different, and that’s part of the reason the award is being offered.
The interesting thing is that game makers
believe someone will win the prize and did not
offer a prize thinking no one can do it. They
fully expect someone to pull off the feat.
In real Major League Baseball, only 16 people have ever pitched perfect games.
So when you’re out walking Lake Reba or
shopping in Wal-Mart wondering where every
male between the ages of three and 99 are, assume they are in their living room, bedroom
or bathroom playing for a million bucks.
Here’s the sad thing. We are a generation
that is stuck on the couch watching re-runs of
Everybody Loves Raymond or terrible Ben Affleck movies on Comedy Central. With the
newest technology, we often decide against going outside, opting to play the newest Call of
Duty and now 2K10 Baseball.
Going back to the rules, players must re-

By Stephen Hauser
progress@eku.edu

Soufiane Bouchiki, Co-male Freshman of the Year, will make the flight
out to California this weekend to compete in the Stanford University Relays. The rest of the track team will make the bus ride down to North Carolina, for the North Carolina State University Raleigh Relays.
Coach Rick Erdmann will fly out with Bouchiki for the Stanford University Relays. The Stanford Relays are stacked top to bottom.
“Some of the best runners in the country will be at this meet,” Erdmann said.
Bouchiki said that he does acknowledge the talent level racing against
him, but is more focused on his performance.
“I’m actually just concerned about my own running, because I know
that I will have to run against the top runners in the nation, so it would be
better for me to just concentrate about my own race,” Bouchiki said.
He isn’t concerned with potential jetlag from the flight. He said that his
goal was to set a personal best while in California.
While Bouchiki and Erdmann travel back to Kentucky Sunday, the rest
of the team will head in the opposite direction.
Junior Kat Pagano, a long distance runner, will compete in the 5,000
meter run. Pagano said that her main goal for the race is to go out there,
run hard and get a good time.
Pagano said that she wasn’t at all worried or concerned about the upcoming race, even though it has been a couple weeks since the team last
had a meet.
“I’m not concerned because I’ve trained hard, and I if I keep a positive
head on my shoulder I should do fine,” she said.
Coach Erdmann said that the North Carolina State University Raleigh
Relays will be a test to see where the men’s and women’s sprint relay teams
are at this point in the season.
Following these meets, the Colonels will compete in the University of
Cincinnati Invitational and the Centre College Invitational on April 3.

Upcoming Track Schedule
March 26/27
Stanford University relays
March 26/27/28
North Carolina State University relays

Darren
Zancan
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Top, Junior David Willis competes in the 1,500-meter.
Bottom, Freshman Anna Helmer attempts a high jump.

See ZANCAN, Page B5

